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Our holiday wish

Give them the stars

Stay happy, healthy and curious about the world.

These funny and poignant celebrity memoirs are perfect for every
kind of fan.

$18–$50 | National Geographic

$28–$30 | Grand Central

Vanderbilt
Anderson Cooper
New York Times bestselling author Anderson
Cooper chronicles the rise and fall of a legendary
American dynasty—his mother’s family, the
Vanderbilts.
$30 | Harper

New Photo Ark books
for adults and kids
From award-winning
wildlife photographer
Joel Sartore come two
new collections: one of
stunning portraits and
stories that flout each animal’s wonders, the other
of whimsical poetry and
surprising pictures from
A to Z.
$19.99–$40 | National Geographic
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The best cookbooks to gift this
season
These cookbooks from New York Times bestselling authors Antoni
Porowski and Trisha Yearwood make great gifts for everyone on
your shopping list!
$30 each | Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Joshua Weissman:
An Unapologetic Cookbook
Joshua Weissman
From re-creating fast-food sandwiches to sharing
homemade versions of restaurant dishes, Joshua
Weissman shares the building blocks to making
the greatest meals of your life from scratch.
$30 | DK

Great holiday
picks from
Workman
Publishing
These beautifully designed
books would make an
excellent addition to your
cookbook collection or
coffee table!
$24.95–$42.50
Workman | Storey | Artisan

Delicious books for the cook
on your gift list
Pick up these tasty titles while you’re holiday shopping—perfect
for chefs, foodies or anyone who likes to eat. Available now from
Gallery Books!
$28–$35 | Gallery Books

INSPIRATION & ADVICE
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Gift our favorite
books to your
favorite people
Treat yourself to a read that will warm
your heart and renew your spirit! Or
give a gift that will inspire and delight
your friends and family. These bestselling books of 2021 are filled with
wisdom, peace and joy!

Gifts that
inspire
A young man with cerebral
palsy takes on his impossible
mile. A visual and written
guide delves into the history
of contemporary Christian
music. A Grammy winner
explores his faith and relationship with his father.
$25.95–$29.95 | Dexterity | K-LOVE Books

$16–$26.99 | Nelson Books

The Wit and
Wisdom of
Bridgerton

Rethink: Smashing
the Myths of
Women in Business

Julia Quinn

Andi Simon, Ph.D.

From #1 New York Times
bestselling author Julia
Quinn comes a colorful
collection of quotes,
wit and wisdom from
Lady Whistledown and
the characters of the
beloved Bridgerton
series!

This bestselling book
tells the inspiring
stories of incredible
women who redefined
norms by pushing past
the obstacles placed
before them.

$16.99 | Avon

$24.95
Fast Company Press

All American
Christmas

Wholehearted
Faith

Sean Duffy & Rachel
Campos-Duffy

Rachel Held Evans

In this heartwarming
collection, Fox News
personalities recall their
favorite memories of
Christmases past.
$29.99
Broadside Books

This new collection of
original writings by the
late Rachel Held Evans
explores universal
human questions about
becoming, belonging
and spiritual wholeness.
$26.99 | HarperOne

The gifts
they’ll open
over and over
Discover new titles from
the bestselling series with
something for everyone.
Relax with some great stories about our favorite furry
family members: our dogs
and cats!
$14.95 each
Chicken Soup for the Soul
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Blockbuster
authors at
the top of
their game
Find a great gift for
someone you love (and for
yourself)!
$28–$29 | Grand Central

gifts | poetry

The heart of
the matter
Connect deeply with a
lover of language.
Some poets have the power to illuminate and
articulate the most secluded parts of a reader’s heart and mind. In these new books, three
renowned poets offer compassion and fresh perspectives on the human experience.

Such Color

By Tracy K. Smith
The Haunting of
Leigh Harker
Darcy Coates
Leigh Harker’s home
was her sanctuary for
more than a decade.
Now she fears she may
never escape in this
chilling new story from
bestselling gothic horror author Darcy Coates!
$15.99
Poisoned Pen Press

The Vanished Days
Susanna Kearsley

The Invisible Life
of Addie LaRue,
Special Edition
V.E. Schwab
The unforgettable
instant New York
Times bestseller is now
available in a gorgeous
new edition, with bonus
features including an
exclusive note from the
author and more.
$22.99 | Tor Books

Fifty Shades as
Told by Christian
Trilogy

A historical tale of
intrigue, where an
investigation of a young
widow’s secrets by a
man who’s far from
objective leads to a
multilayered tale of
adventure, endurance . . .
and romance.

E.L. James

$16.99 | Landmark

$49.99 | Bloom Books

It was always about Ana.
Experience Fifty Shades
from a new perspective
with Grey, Darker and
Freed, the Fifty Shades
of Grey as Told by
Christian series.

Graywolf, $26
9781644450673
Such Color: New
and Selected Poems
provides a welcome
overview of the
career of former U.S.
Poet Laureate Tracy
K. Smith. These are
poems of possibility, as Smith considers the past
while looking for a way forward.

Goldenrod

By Maggie Smith
One Signal, $20
9781982185060
In Goldenrod,
Maggie Smith’s wonderfully companionable collection, she
captures the wonder
and bewilderment that come with being human.
It’s an excellent volume for readers in need of
connection.

Poet Warrior
By Joy Harjo

The season’s
best holiday
romances
Curl up with these heartwarming holiday romances
by your favorite authors!
These books of family,
friendship and second
chances are just what you
need for the holiday season.
$16.99 each | MIRA | HQN

Norton, $25
9780393248524
U.S. Poet Laureate Joy
Harjo learned early
on that literature
could provide solace
and escape, and she
takes stock of her
poetic influences in
her beautifully executed memoir Poet Warrior.
—Julie Hale
Visit BookPage.com to read full
reviews of the books in this feature.

MANGA, YA & KIDS
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Great

GifIt deas

Level up your RPG
Game Master skills
Make your next RPG campaign truly unique
with the help of these interactive guides to
RPG world building!

aders

$14.99–$16.99 | Adams Media

e
To: Manga R
From:

Must-reads for
every YA fan
BURN THE WITCH Vol. 1
Story and Art by Tite Kubo
ISBN: 9781974723591
PRICE: $19.99 US / $26.99 CAN

KAIJU NO. 8 Vol. 1

Discover a thrilling
Knives Out-like mystery with
billions at stake, a sweepingly
romantic fantasy from the depths
of the underworld and a tender
and surprising story of connection during a snowstorm.
$17.99–$18.99
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers

Story and Art by
Naoya Matsumoto

ISBN: 9781974725984
PRICE: $9.99 US / $12.99 CAN

As Good as Dead
Holly Jackson

MY HERO
ACADEMIA:
ULTRA ANALYSIS
Story and Art by
Kohei Horikoshi

ISBN: 9781974724475
PRICE: $16.99 US / $22.99 CAN

The highly anticipated,
edge-of-your-seat
conclusion to the A
Good Girl’s Guide to
Murder series reads like
your favorite true crime
podcast or show.
$18.99 | Delacorte

Hilda: The
Wilderness Stories
Luke Pearson
This deluxe edition
collects the first two
Hilda graphic novels. It
features an unreleased
Woodman comic,
behind-the-scenes material and a new cover by
creator Luke Pearson!
$29.99
Flying Eye Books

DESERTER:
JUNJI ITO STORY
COLLECTION
Story and Art by Junji Ito

ISBN: 9781974719860
PRICE: $22.99 US / $32.00 CAN

Distributed by Simon & Schuster
BURN THE WITCH © 2018 by Tite Kubo/SHUEISHA Inc.
KAIJYU 8 GO © 2020 by Naoya Matsumoto/SHUEISHA Inc.
BOKU NO HERO ACADEMIA OFFICIAL CHARACTER BOOK 2
ULTRA ANALYSIS © 2019 by Kohei Horikoshi/SHUEISHA Inc.
DESERTER © JI Inc./Asahi Shimbun Publications Inc

One Piece
Pirate Recipes
Sanji
Living the life of
a pirate requires
hearty meals! The
master chef Sanji
reveals the recipes
that power the
Straw Hat crew!
$19.99
Shonen Jump

Marvel Meow
Nao Fuji
Originally shared
on Marvel’s official
Instagram, these
comic strips have
been collected with
all-new content into
a gift book that will
delight Marvel and
cat enthusiasts alike!
$14.99 | Viz Media

HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE

These books check all the boxes for parents
and gift-givers! Compelling, action-packed
narratives engage readers and explore STEM
subjects in a fun, interactive way. Choose a
series, from adventure to girl power to Greek
mythology.
$12.99–$16.99
National Geographic Kids

Magical tales from the
Land of Stories
From #1 New York Times bestselling author
Chris Colfer come two brand-new fantastical
adventures featuring memorable characters and
clever twists on favorite fairy tales.
$12.99–$18.99 | Little, Brown Books for Young Readers

The People Remember casts the principles of Kwanzaa
in a new light.
The People Remember
(Balzer + Bray, $19.99,
9780062915641, ages 4
to 8) is an exquisite gift
book that every member
of the family will appreciate. In powerful, moving verse, National Book
Award finalist Ibi Zoboi
(American Street) weaves
together the history of
African Americans with
Author Ibi Zoboi
the seven principles of
Kwanzaa. The book is illustrated
by acclaimed artist Loveis Wise,
whose stunning, vibrant images
perfectly complement Zoboi’s
text. Zoboi and Wise discuss the
creation of the book and how
they each hope readers will connect with it.

Ibi, The People Remember is
both a journey through the
seven principles of Kwanzaa
and a timeline of African
American history. By braiding together the
principles and history, did you come to see
aspects of either in a new way?
Author Ibi Zoboi: Absolutely! There were specific
moments in Black history that highlight each of the
principles. It just so happens that I got to Ujamaa
(cooperative economics) during Black Wall Street
and the Harlem Renaissance. Kuumba (creativity)
landed right in the middle of the hip-hop movement. There are highs and lows throughout Black
history, and the Kwanzaa principles demonstrate
how we’ve survived and thrived through it all.
The People Remember is your first picture book.
What did you enjoy about this new form?
Zoboi: Since The People Remember is written
in free verse, it is simply a very long poem. I’ve
always written poetry, so it came naturally to me.
I enjoyed the challenge of trying to get 400 years
of Black history into 2,000 words or so.
Loveis, you’re one of the first people in the world
to have read Ibi’s words in this book. How did
you feel after that very first read?
Illustrator Loveis Wise: I remember feeling
excited, and I intuitively felt the importance and
warmth of what this book would bring. At the
time, I really wanted to create a body of work

© DAVID BANKS AND KENDRICK BRINSON

Fun fact-based fiction

A beautiful gift for the
whole family
© JOSEPH ZOBOI
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q&a | ibi zoboi & loveis wise

that focused on ancestral
connections, and The
People Remember was
the perfect way for me to
explore more.

What’s your favorite illustration from the book?
Wise: My favorite is
the spread focusing on
Mami Wata and the children that she’s protecting
Illustrator Loveis Wise
underwater. This piece
felt very kindred to me because of
its stillness, but it also feels very
powerfully divine.
Zoboi: My favorite illustration
is the one where two ancestors
are hugging one tree, but from
opposite spaces in place and
time. When I first saw it, it took
my breath away. This spread perfectly captures what this book is
all about.
Which principle of Kwanzaa
do you feel an especially strong personal connection to?
Zoboi: Ujamaa, which means cooperative economics. I hope all Black people all over the world
can get to a place where we are self-sufficient.
Wise: Kuumba, because it highlights the creativity
and the magic we create through transformation
and resiliency!
What place do you hope this book finds in
the homes and hearts of young readers and
their families?
Wise: I hope this book inspires, answers questions
and encourages readers to celebrate the beauty
of Kwanzaa’s principles with their community.
Zoboi: The People Remember belongs in every
home with every type of family. There are lots of
opinions out there about Kwanzaa, but I wanted
to contextualize why it’s a much-needed cultural
celebration. I want educators and caretakers to ask
young readers what they would do if they forgot
how to play a favorite game or words to a favorite song. They would make up new ones, right?
This is exactly how Kwanzaa came to be, and why
it is still celebrated decades after its inception.
It is a testament to how not all is ever lost. We
always remember.
—Stephanie Appell

CHILDREN’S

HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE
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Must-read books
from Disney
Publishing
This holiday season, discover these
must-read books by New York Times
bestselling authors Mo Willems, Rick
Riordan and Dhonielle Clayton!
$12.99–$19.99
Hyperion Books for Children
Disney Hyperion | Hyperion

Big Brain Book:
How It Works
and All Its Quirks

How to Change
the World in 12
Easy Steps

Leanne Boucher Gill

Peggy Porter Tierney

This is a fun primer
on the psychology
and neuroscience of
the brain that makes
complex psychological phenomena and
neural mechanisms
relatable to kids.

Kids teach kids how to
make the world happier,
prettier, friendlier,
kinder, safer, smarter,
accepting and loving.
It’s easy!

$24.99
Magination Press

$15.99
Tanglewood Publishing

Barn at Night

Pax, Journey Home

Michelle Houts

Sara Pennypacker

A girl and her father
care for animals even
on the coldest winter
nights. Glowing watercolors and lyrical poetry
make this a beautiful
bedtime story.

The long-awaited
sequel to Pax is here!
Fans of animal stories
will love this compelling friendship tale
about a boy, a fox and
found family from #1
bestselling author Sara
Pennypacker.

$17.99
Feeding Minds

Pony
R.J. Palacio
This is an extraordinary
new story from #1 New
York Times bestselling
author R.J. Palacio
about true friendship
and the journey of a
lifetime.
$17.99
Knopf Books for
Young Readers

$17.99 | Balzer & Bray

The Beatryce
Prophecy
Kate DiCamillo
From two-time Newbery Medalist Kate
DiCamillo and two-time
Caldecott Medalist
Sophie Blackall comes
a fantastical meditation
on fate, love and the
power of words to spell
the world.
$19.99 | Candlewick

Fa-la-la in love
with these
holiday titles
This holiday season,
explore the joy of reading
together as a family! Jampacked with interactive
holiday-themed fun for
children of all ages, these
are books your family will
want to read all year long!
$12.95–$24.99 | Quarto Kids

Open
COOL FACT-BASED FICTION

ASAP!

FUN LITTLE
STOCKING STUFFERS

EXPLORER
ACADEMY
Books 1–6 now available
ExplorerAcademy.com

ZEUS
THE MIGHTY
IZZY NEWTON
AND THE
S.M.A.R.T. SQUAD

Books 1–3 now available
ZeusTheMighty.com

Books 1–3 now available
SmartSquadBooks.com

FAN FAVORITES
THE MAGIC OF
STORYTELLING

AVAILABLE WHEREVER BOOKS ARE SOLD
Discover more at natgeokids.com
© 2021 National Geographic Partners, LLC

romance

by christie ridgway

The gift of love
Make the holidays that much sweeter with these five romances.
Whether the setting is a small town, a big city or a seaside refuge,
romance has an extra chance to spark and thrive during the
holiday season. Characters go home again, or go elsewhere to
escape home, but there is no refuge from the potent combination of favorite scents, beloved foods and tender kisses.

H Duke, Actually
Duke, Actually (Avon, $15.99, 9780062952080) by Jenny Holiday
sparkles with wit and charm. In this modern fairy tale, Dani
Martinez decides she is post-men and love-averse as she waits
for her divorce to become final. Still, she’s excited about being
a member of the wedding party for her best friend, Leo, even if
that includes contact with Maximillian von Hansburg, Baron of
Laudon and heir to the Duke of Aquilla. The ultra-handsome
aristocrat rubs forthright English professor Dani the wrong
way . . . until one night, friendship blossoms and they begin to
support each other through career and family drama. The dual
settings of New York City and Max’s fictional European country
of Eldovia add to the fun, but it is the clever banter, smoking
love scenes and delightful characters that make this romance
like a perfect cup of cocoa—rich, delicious and warming all the
way to the heart. Don’t miss it.

high-end event: the Matzah Ball, a Jewish music celebration
set to take place on the last night of Hanukkah. Rachel finds
herself in dire need of a ticket to the swanky sold-out party,
since she’s desperate for inspiration for the Hanukkah-themed
romance she’s being paid to pen. There are some amusing
rom-com moments involving funny costumes and ballgowns
worn with fuzzy socks, but the heart of this story is the central
couple’s need to face their pasts and deal with their presents,
including Rachel’s daily, very real struggle with chronic fatigue
syndrome. Rachel finds a beauty she’s never noticed before
in Hanukkah, all while falling in love with Jacob, who proves
himself to be a true hero. The Matzah Ball is sweet, kisses-only
and highly sigh-worthy.

The Holiday Swap

Twin sisters switch lives and find their matches in The Holiday
Swap (Putnam, $17, 9780593330739) by Maggie Knox. When
a concussion causes chef Charlie Goodwin to lose her senses
of taste and smell, she fears she might also lose her shot at a
bigger and better professional gig. To save the day, her twin,
Cass, agrees to take over Charlie’s current job of co-hosting a
reality baking show in Los Angeles, while Charlie steps in at
the family bakery in the small mountain town of Starlight Peak.
Since both identical twins are accomplished bakers, no one will
A Season for Second Chances
be the wiser. From here, cue rom-com conventions: confused
Settle in by the sea with Jenny Bayliss’ A Season for Second
exes, befuddled bosses and inconvenient romantic attracChances (Putnam, $16, 9780593085417). When chef Annie
tions as their subterfuge does not go as smoothly as Cass and
Sharpe discovers her husband’s latest affair, she decides to forge
Charlie imagined. Starlight Peak is the perfect snowy setting for
a new life. Finances force her
Christmas cheer as the plot’s
to take a position as a winter
What’s on our list? Clever banter,
knots untangle and everyone
guardian for Saltwater Nook, a
finds their happy ending. Be
historic residence in the small delicious treats, smoking love scenes warned that this kisses-only
romance is full of mouthtown of Willow Bay on the coast
and adorable small towns.
of England. The small town has
watering descriptions of cooka special history, and the community is dedicated to upholdies, breads and cakes that just might inspire readers to take a
ing its traditions. Saltwater Nook is important to the people of
turn in their own kitchens.
Willow Bay, and increasingly so to Annie. Her mind spins toward
somehow devising a future for the place, despite knowing the
No Ordinary Christmas
property is set to be razed in six months. Then there’s the curmudgeonly nephew of the owner, a man who is brusque and
Former high school sweethearts get a do-over in No Ordinary
appealing by turns—sparking other fantasies. There’s so much
Christmas (Forever, $8.99, 9781538735985) by Belle Calhoune.
to love about this enchanting story. Readers will want their
Small-town librarian Lucy Marshall vows to keep clear of Dante
own seat at the cafe Annie opens and to attend every quirky
West, her high school boyfriend and ex-BFF, when the hunky
holiday party the townspeople dream up. This lovely, cozy read
action star returns to Mistletoe, Maine, to film a movie. Given
that his looks are a cross between the Rock and Idris Elba, she
is perfect for winter.
doesn’t have much luck resisting when Dante asks to talk. He
has amends to make with the girl he never forgot and the famThe Matzah Ball
ily he left behind after running off to Hollywood. Perhaps the
Holiday magic clashes with real-life problems and a shared awkholiday season will sweeten everyone’s feelings for him. But can
ward past in The Matzah Ball (MIRA, $15.99, 9780778311584)
good intentions and charming community events create the
by Jean Meltzer. Rabbi’s daughter, romance novelist and secret
conditions he needs to finally win Lucy’s heart? While the pair
fan of all things Christmas Rachel Rubenstein-Goldblatt relucexchange hugs and kisses only, it’s not long before hearts are
tantly attends her parents’ Shabbat dinner, despite knowing
also engaged in this warm, appealing tale of new understanding
her childhood archnemesis, Jacob Greenberg, will be at the
and belated forgiveness. The adorable town of Mistletoe is a
table this week. He’s in New York City to put on a splashy,
snow globe-perfect setting in this satisfying holiday romance.

H

Christie Ridgway is a lifelong romance reader and a published romance novelist of over 60 books.
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audio

H Cloud Cuckoo
Land
Anthony Doerr’s novel Cloud Cuckoo
Land (Simon & Schuster Audio, 15
hours) chronicles the intersecting
lives of an orphaned teenage girl and
a village boy living in 15th-century
Constantinople, an elderly librarian
and a troubled teenager in present-
day Idaho, and a young passenger
aboard an interstellar ship in the
future. Narrators Marin Ireland and Simon Jones make each character’s story
feel personal, valid and alive—a challenging task with a cast this extensive and
settings that span hundreds of years and miles. The result is magical, comforting
and likely to leave you with a new perspective on the power of resilience.
—Tami Orendain

Vanderbilt
In Vanderbilt (HarperAudio, 9 hours), broadcast journalist Anderson Cooper
joins historian Katherine Howe to recount the rich
and tumultuous history of his mother’s family, the
Vanderbilts. Cooper’s narration is even and professional, yet there is a heartfelt quality to his memories of
his mother. His tender descriptions of her dignity and
optimistic spirit lend a touching and respectful tone to
this in-depth look at an American dynasty.
—Maya Fleischmann

H Three Girls From Bronzeville
It’s hard to believe that Dawn Turner isn’t the narrator
of her memoir, Three Girls From Bronzeville (Simon &
Schuster Audio, 12 hours); the woman reading the audiobook sounds so honest in her recollections of growing
up in the historic Bronzeville section of Chicago that
surely she must be Turner. But award-winning voice actor
Janina Edwards’ wise, knowing tone allows the listener to
fall under the spell of the story, envisioning each episode
and trusting that the details will weave together.
—Autumn Allen

H Travels With George
In Travels With George (Penguin Audio, 9.5 hours),
Nathaniel Philbrick retraces his adventure following
the trail of George Washington’s presidential excursions
after his 1789 inauguration. Philbrick switches seamlessly
between Washington’s voice and his own reflections,
revealing a profound respect for American history and the lessons it imparts.
—Maya Fleischmann

No One Goes Alone
Erik Larson’s first work of fiction, No One Goes Alone (Random House Audio,
7.5 hours), is a ghost story that’s available only on audio. In 1905, experts from
the Society for Psychical Research arrive on a remote island to investigate a
family’s disappearance, and they are immediately beset upon by strange occurrences. British actor Julian Rhind-Tutt delivers a performance so convincing
that the listener is likely to believe the impossible before all is said and done.
—G. Robert Frazier

Mysterious and
Mesmerizing

Regency-Era Fiction
Agatha Christie meets
Jane Austen in this
atmospheric novel.
When a woman stays
at a monastery turned
grand hotel rumored
to be haunted, she
stumbles upon
intrigue and romance.
Shadows of Swanford
Abbey
by Julie Klassen

Author and lawyer
Todd M. Johnson
presents a riveting
legal thriller set in
1819 London. When a
barrister is pulled into
an enthralling mystery,
he finds himself up
against perilous and
powerful forces.
The Barrister and the
Letter of Marque
by Todd M. Johnson

A division of Baker Publishing Group
bethanyhouse.com
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the hold list

The literary mingle
Picture it: You’re navigating your first holiday party of the season, you’ve got something to sip on, and you’ve just bumped
into a BookPage editor. Of course, they’ll probably bring up a book they’ve recently read—like one of the books below.

Wintering

Valley of the Dolls

On Immunity

Dragon Was Terrible

In my friend group, there’s an
annual string of holiday parties
that begins with Oktoberfest
and ends with New Year’s
Eve. Though each gathering has its own celebratory
tenor and theme, all of them
have in common a milieu of
wintry darkness. Against this
twinkly backdrop, someone
always brings it up: “How are
you staying out of the jaws of
depression now that the sun
sets at 4:30 p.m.?” Personally,
my answer is Wintering by
Katherine May. After reading
it for the first time in 2020, I
resolved to reread it every year
as a reminder of the advantages of darkness, idleness and
cold. As May travels to Iceland,
Norway, Stonehenge and
beyond to experience different
groups’ cold weather rituals,
she reflects on the metaphorical winters that challenge us:
periods of unexpected illness,
rejection, bereavement or
failure. When the sun begins
disappearing earlier and my
mood starts to sink, May’s
beautiful words help me to
remember this season’s transformative power and embrace
its long hours of darkness.
—Christy, Associate Editor

I decided to read Valley of
the Dolls purely because I
wanted to talk about it with
people at parties. Jacqueline
Susann’s astonishingly successful tale of three women
clawing their way to the top
of midcentury America’s
gin-soaked, glitteringly cynical entertainment industry
has been heralded as the
ultimate beach read, the
godmother of “chick lit”
and a camp masterpiece. I
thought it would be an interesting historical artifact more
than anything else, but then
I inhaled almost half of the
book in one day, cackling
with glee at Susann’s gloriously over-the-top refraction
of her own experiences as an
aspiring actress on Broadway
and in Hollywood. Whether
speculating on which real
entertainment icons inspired
Susann’s characters or simply recounting the most
unrepentantly wild scenes
(two words: wig. snatch.),
Valley of the Dolls will be
livening up my cocktail chat
for years to come—just like,
I suspect, Susann would
have wanted.
—Savanna, Associate Editor

After exhausting all of our
catching-up chatter, my
friends undoubtedly return
to discussing our current crisis. In times like these, I wish
everyone in America would
read Eula Biss’ 2014 book.
Her son was born amid the
H1N1 pandemic, and in her
exploration into the history
of vaccination and our cultural relationship with it, she
makes a strong case for communal trust and the inter
dependence of our futures.
Biss’ book touches on so much
of what we’re experiencing
right now, from the urgency
to protect the ones we love to
the difficulty comprehending other people’s ill-advised
choices, but surprisingly, her
penetrating book is seemingly
without anger. It could even be
seen as an inoculation against
such anger. I have a distant but
very real hope that a book like
On Immunity would allow
us to reexamine our history,
which over time has become
corrupted by missing information, confused language and
outright manipulation, and
to instead proceed with clear
eyes and compassion.
—Cat, Deputy Editor

After a few glasses of wine,
it doesn’t take much to goad
me into soapboxing about
my favorite topics, from the
notion that all children’s literature reflects ideologies about
the nature of childhood itself,
to my soft spot for picture
books about characters who
violate social norms. Kelly
DiPucchio and Greg Pizzoli’s
Dragon Was Terrible is
among my most treasured
of such books. This tale of a
dragon who is so terrible that
he scribbles in books, TPs the
castle and takes candy from
baby unicorns combines the
wry humor of Monty Python
and the Holy Grail with the
visual wit of the best New
Yorker cartoons. When the
king offers a gift to whoever
can tame the dragon, the
sign posted on the castle
wall reads, “It shall be a nice
gift. Ye shall like it!” Beneath
the sign, Dragon has tagged
the castle in bright orange
paint: “Dragon was here.”
It’s the perfect antidote to
the common misperception
that picture books are moralizing bores.
—Stephanie, Associate
Editor

Each month, BookPage staff share special reading lists—our personal favorites, old and new.
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All My Mother’s
Lovers
There are two topics I gravitate
toward in group settings: the
point when it becomes possible to grasp the magnitude
of the lives our parents lived
before having children, and
novels that succeed in suggesting that their characters
will continue to have consequential, interconnected
experiences once the pages of
the book have run out. Ilana
Masad’s All My Mother’s
Lovers gives me an avenue to
talk about both of these things,
introducing a cast of characters who are all multifaceted
and contradictory in the best
way possible, navigating their
grief for the protagonist’s
mother—a person everyone
thought they had figured
out—while grappling with the
facets of her life that became
apparent after her death. It’s
a stunning reminder that as
people, particularly women,
get older and their preexisting
identities get overshadowed
by titles like spouse, parent
and worker, their capacity
for complexity doesn’t cease.
This novel features a twist that
really drives that idea home.
—Jessie, Editorial Intern

book clubs

by julie hale

Novelists get real
Spanning 30 years, Mantel Pieces:
Royal Bodies and Other Writing From
the London Review of Books (Fourth
Estate, $18.99, 9780008430009) delivers a wonderful sampling of Wolf Hall
author and two-time Booker Prize winner Hilary Mantel’s nonfiction work,
which includes essays, reviews and
autobiographical writings. In these
erudite yet accessible pieces, Mantel
tackles a variety of topics, from Anne
Boleyn’s sister-in-law and other figures of Tudor history, to pop singer
Madonna, to England’s current royal
family in the sensational and controversial lecture “Royal Bodies.” Mantel’s
commanding intelligence and inimitable style are on full display throughout.
Her examinations of history, female identity and popular culture make this
collection an excellent book club pick.
Zadie Smith reflects on an unprecedented time in America in Intimations
(Penguin, $10.95, 9780593297612), a collection of six essays focusing on the year
2020, written during the frantic
Four beloved authors turn and uncertain early months
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
to the essay form in these Despite its brevity, this powerful
book gives book clubs plenty to
incisive collections.
talk about. In sharply observed,
compassionate prose, Smith examines politics, the murder of George Floyd
and its repercussions, the impact of COVID-19 and life in lockdown. Themes
of isolation, social justice, family and the writing process will provide points
of connection for all types of readers as Smith draws on personal experience
to create essays that are moving and resonant.
In essays and speeches collected in The End of the End of the Earth (Picador, $17, 9781250234896), Jonathan Franzen explores environmental concerns
and reflects on
writers past and
present. Franzen,
who is a passionate birder, visits
locales across the
globe to indulge
his passion, and
his travels supply
wonderful material for some of
the book’s central pieces. There are also essays offering new perspectives on
authors Edith Wharton and William T. Vollmann. Written with humility, humor
and visionary insight, Franzen’s wide-ranging collection is certain to generate
rewarding dialogue among book club members.
The Source of Self-Regard: Selected Essays, Speeches, and Meditations
(Vintage, $16.95, 9780525562795) brings together key nonfiction writings by
Toni Morrison (1931–2019). Covering four decades, the volume collects more
than 40 pieces including Morrison’s eulogy for James Baldwin, her Nobel
Prize lecture on the importance of language, commencement speeches and
works of political analysis and literary criticism. Morrison’s impassioned
views on race, feminism and American society ensure that this book will
stand the test of time. Reading groups will find no shortage of rich discussion material here.

A BookPage reviewer since 2003, Julie Hale recommends the best
paperback books to spark discussion in your reading group.

BOOK CLUB READS
ING
FORFOR
THESPR
HOLIDAYS
THE FRENCH GIFT
by Kirsty Manning
From Kirsty Manning, author of
The Song of the Jade Lily , comes a
gripping WWII-set historical novel
about murder, secrets, and survival.

THE MOON, THE STARS, AND
MADAME BOROVA
by Ruth Hogan
“Ruth Hogan is the queen of uplifting fiction. I can’t imagine a better book in which
to lose yourself at the moment. Stunning,
immersive and absolutely wonderful.”
—ANNIE LYONS,
author of The Brilliant Life of Eudora Honeysett

THE CHRISTMAS BOOKSHOP

by Jenny Colgan
Perfect for the holidays! A brand-new
heartwarming Christmas novel from the
beloved New York Times bestselling
author of The Bookshop on the Corner
and Christmas at the Island Hotel.

MISS ELIZA’S ENGLISH KITCHEN
by Annabel Abbs
“A feast for the senses, rich with the
flavors of Victorian England. I
devoured every page. A literary—
and culinary—triumph!”
—HAZEL GAYNOR
New York Times bestselling author of
When We Were Young & Brave

t @Morrow_PB

t @bookclubgirl

f William Morrow I BookClubGirl
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lifestyles

by susannah felts

Eat, drink and be merry
This holiday season, whether you’re hosting or showing up with a single
covered dish, let one of these outstanding cookbooks be your guide.
New Native Kitchen
Perfect gift for: Your foodie spouse who loves
gardening and open-fire grilling

In New Native Kitchen (Abrams, $40, 9781419753558),
Navajo chef Freddie Bitsoie, previously of the Mitsitam
Native Foods Cafe in the Smithsonian National Museum of
the American Indian, celebrates the cuisines of Indigenous
cultures while respecting and revering “hyperlocal” regional
distinctions in these foodways and traditions. Bitsoie, who
came to cooking via cultural anthropology and art history,
aims to tell “edible stories that allow people to appreciate
the living artifact of food.” Here, with the help of James Beard
Award-winning author James O. Fraioli, Bitsoie introduces
readers to key elements of the Native pantry, such as nopales
(cactus paddles), Navajo steam corn, sumac powder and
tepary beans, many of which can be ordered online or found
at specialty spice shops. From a sumac Navajo leg of lamb
with onion sauce, to a Makah crab boil, to Choctaw bison
chili, Bitsoie covers the vast North American continent and
its islands in this important book.

H Wild Sweetness
Perfect gift for: Your boho friend with a shortbread
obsession

With full-page photographs of winter branches, gently wilting
roses and foggy ponds, Thalia Ho’s Wild Sweetness (Harper
Design, $29.99, 9780062958426) is as much a moody evocation of nature’s evanescence as it is a sumptuous celebration
of dessert. Grouped by season, the recipes range from comfy
American standards like cinnamon buns and gingersnaps to
frangipane tart and a fig clove fregolotta. All possess a delicate
quality and some flower, spice or other ingredient redolent of
the natural world. Cream seems a visual motif, showing up, for
example, in a juniper ice cream, a frosted chamomile tea cake,
a lemon curd streusel cake and amaretti. But deep, dark chocolate is at play too—in ganache thumbprints, drunken fig brownies and a beetroot mud cake, among others sheer delights.

À Table
Perfect gift for: The hip newlyweds next door with the
adorable dog

Is anything sexier than a good French cookbook? Rebekah
Peppler’s À Table (Chronicle, $29.95, 9781797202235) reveals
and revels in the charms of long, casual French dinners with
friends, and Peppler leads with blithe wit as she shares a
modern take on entertaining. (She won me over instantly
with the words “Hemingway was a supreme ass” in a recipe
for Chambéry cassis, an aperitif.) Women are at the center of

Peppler’s vision, one in which we dispense with yesteryear’s
formalities in favor of long, carefree nights of smart conversation, mismatched plates and zero pretension. Ouais, cherie.
On to olives with saucisson and roast chicken with prunes!
On to daube de boeuf and (vegan!) French onion soup with
cognac! You’ll love the mellow-but-decadent vibe, even if you
feel un petit peu jalouse of Peppler’s Parisian coterie.

H Black Food
Perfect gift for: Cultural mavens, globetrotters and
aesthetes

Chef and Vegetable Kingdom author Bryant Terry assembles a large all-star team for his glorious new Black Food
(4 Color, $40, 9781984859723), “a communal shrine to the
shared culinary histories of the African diaspora.” I love
this trend of cookbooks that are so openly ambitious, with
essays and poetry, visual art and historical context, all of it
standing strong alongside the food. Structured by themes
such as motherland; Black women, food and power; and
Black, queer, food—each with a corresponding playlist—this
vibrant, immersive book pulls from many foodways and
regions of the globe, with Black chefs, intellectuals and tastemakers leading the way. We encounter dishes as diverse as
Somali lamb stew, Bajan fish cakes, Ghanaian crepe cake,
vegan black-eyed pea beignets and, at last, for the perfect
finish, Edna Lewis’ fresh peach cobbler. Terry also shares a
recipe for Pili Pili oil, which adds an herbaceous, spicy kick
to anything you drizzle it over.

Tables & Spreads
Perfect gift for: Your sister-in-law who loves to host and
is always leveling up

I am not a big entertainer, but I love a good snack-meal.
And there’s something delightful about artfully arranging a
table full of nibbles for guests: curious cheeses, spiced nuts,
tangy jams, decadent dips and a handful of rosemary sprigs
plucked from the garden. Whether this sounds fun, anxiety-
producing or a bit of both, Tables & Spreads (Chronicle,
$27.95, 9781797206493) is here to help you party. Shelly
Westerhausen, master of Instagram-worthy tablescapes,
shares themes for every occasion, from dips for dinner, to a
savory focaccia party, to a Christmas morning Dutch baby
party. Special attention is given to what Westerhausen dubs
the “wow factor”: decorative and mood-setting details such as
color themes, decanters and candles of varying heights, along
with floral arrangements. Informational charts abound with
practical assists; my favorite may be “Portioning a Spread,”
right down to tablespoons of dip or pieces of crudités, so you
don’t over- or under-buy.

Susannah Felts is a Nashville-based writer and co-founder of The Porch, a literary arts organization. She enjoys anything paper- or plant-related.
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whodunit

by bruce tierney
The Left-Handed Twin

Edgar Award-winning author Thomas Perry returns with The LeftHanded Twin (Mysterious Press, $25.95, 9781613162590), his ninth
novel featuring guide Jane Whitefield, a member of the Wolf clan of the
Seneca Nation of Indians. The term guide does not entirely describe
Whitefield’s job; she serves as a one-woman witness protection
program, spiriting people out of life-threatening situations and into
new and safer existences. This time out, she assists a young woman
who testified against her boyfriend in a murder trial only to see him
acquitted and bent on revenge. The first part of the task is fairly
straightforward, utilizing the obfuscation skills Jane has honed over
the years, but it all starts to go sideways when the ex-boyfriend enlists
the help of the Russian mob, a group with an agenda of its own in
locating Jane: extracting information from her about past clients who
ran afoul of the mob. Suddenly, she finds herself on the run, and the
safest places for her are the forests and fields of Maine’s HundredMile Wilderness, one of the ancestral Seneca territories where she
holds the home-court advantage over lifetime city dwellers. Still, her Russian adversaries are nothing if
not determined, and there are at least a couple of times when readers will wonder if this is the book where
Jane’s story comes to an untimely end.

Bryant & May: London Bridge Is Falling Down
Spoiler alert: London Bridge Is Falling Down (Bantam, $28.99, 9780593356210)
marks the final installment of Christopher Fowler’s beloved Bryant and May
series. With each passing book, the Peculiar Crimes Unit, which solves murders
that stump other branches of law enforcement, finds itself more critically
threatened with closure. Both protagonists, cranky Arthur Bryant and the urbane
and charming John May, are getting rather long in the tooth (in Bryant’s case,
long in the dentures), and cases don’t present quite as frequently as they once
did. So in hopes of postponing the inevitable, Bryant goes in search of a case
and turns one up: Amelia Hoffman, age 91, whose death does not entirely fall
into the catch-all of natural causes. Hoffman had something of a chequered (the
English spelling must be used here) past, as it turns out, and before long the
case develops into a full-blown conspiracy investigation. The narrative neatly
straddles the blurry line separating espionage fiction from straight-up suspense,
and adds for good measure a mean streets of London travelogue and more than a little laugh-out-loud but still
dry British humor. Lovers of this series need not despair (well, not yet). Next year, we will see Bryant and May’s
Peculiar London, an companion travelogue of sorts in which fan-favorite characters will hilariously dish on
their home city while ambling about its streets, and there will be no dead bodies to be found anywhere.

So Far and Good
For the better part of 30 years, I have counted myself as a major fan of John
Straley’s sporadic series featuring Alaska-based PI Cecil Younger. From the
outset, 1992’s Shamus Award-winning The Woman Who Married a Bear, the
books have combined grittiness, social issues and introspection with whimsy
and slapstick, as the hapless investigator moves from crisis to crisis, both
business and personal. So Far and Good (Soho Crime, $27.95, 9781641292535),
the latest adventure, finds Cecil serving seven-plus years in prison for homicide,
arguably a necessary one. His daughter, Blossom, visits him regularly, and
this time she has an interesting tale to tell: Her best friend took a DNA test
to surprise her mom with an ancestry-related gift and discovered that she
and her “mom” were not in any way related. As it turns out, this friend was
abducted as an infant, and the case has remained unsolved for the past 16
years. Should be a happy ending, right? Instead, it serves as the catalyst for a
suspicious suicide, a near-homicide and assorted disappearances. When Blossom joins the missing, it will
take all of his considerable savvy, not to mention a reversal of his inherent unluckiness, to set his world back
in order (more or less) once again.

H War Women
The year that John Straley’s first Cecil Younger
book appeared, 1992, also marked the
publication of Jade Lady Burning, the start
of Martin Limón’s excellent series featuring
George Sueño and Ernie Bascom, military
police partners stationed in Itaewon, Korea, in
the 1970s. Several plot lines wind around one
another in the pair’s latest outing, War Women
(Soho Crime, $27.95, 9781641292795). First off,
there is the disappearance of Sergeant First
Class Cecil B. Harvey, their best confidential
informant, along with some particularly
sensitive classified documents about
impending military exercises. Then there is
nosy reporter Katie Byrd Worthington, who has
acquired explicit, potentially career-ending
photos of an Army general. The hasty cover-up
attempts spiral speedily out of control, and
Limón keeps the suspense building until the
final, nerve-shredding shootout. But these
events are only the tip of the proverbial iceberg.
A culture of abuse targeting female service
members has permeated every level of the
military hierarchy, and there are those who
will kill to keep that culture thriving. Bascom
and Sueño, while still their customarily smartaleck selves, are more thoughtful this time
around. They’re not completely overcome
or undone by the gravity of the situation, but
they’re certainly affected by it. War Women is
the most sobering of the series to date, while
still being a book readers will want to devour
in one sitting.

Bruce Tierney lives outside Chiang Mai, Thailand, where he bicycles through the rice paddies daily
and reviews the best in mystery and suspense every month.
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gifts | inspiration

Lighting the way forward
Four books guide readers in building a better world.
If you’ve been feeling down, take heart. Environmental icon Jane Goodall
remains hopeful, so surely we readers can, too. Her wisdom, along with three
additional books, fills this season with inspiration and empowerment.

H The Book of Hope
Jane Goodall may be Earth’s ultimate cheerleader.
In The Book of Hope: A Survival Guide for Trying
Times (Celadon, $28, 9781250784094), she encourages
steadfast hope for both humanity and our planet that’s
rooted in “action and engagement,” not wishful thinking. In straightforward prose, she writes that each of us
can make a difference, and that “the cumulative effect
of thousands of ethical actions can help to save and
improve our world for future generations.”
The book is framed as a series of conversations between Goodall and Douglas
Abrams, a truly engaging thinker and writer who took a similar approach in the
first title in the Global Icons series, The Book of Joy, in which he facilitated conversations between the Dalai Lama and Archbishop Desmond Tutu. Readers
will be drawn into The Book of Hope as Abrams arrives at Goodall’s home in
Tanzania for dinner, bearing a bottle of whiskey. Their subsequent chats span
the globe; they talk at the Jane Goodall Institute in the Netherlands, and eventually, because of COVID-19 restrictions, they connect via Zoom as Goodall
gives Abrams a virtual tour of her childhood home in Bournemouth, England.
Their discussions are focused yet wide-ranging as Goodall explains the four
main sources of her hope: “the amazing human intellect, the resilience of
nature, the power of youth, and the indomitable human spirit.” She admits that
she briefly lost her way after her husband Derek Bryceson died in 1980, saying,
“Grief can make one feel hopeless.” Abrams and Goodall’s talks deepen after he
unexpectedly loses his father to lymphoma and, later, his college roommate to
suicide. “We are going through dark times,” Goodall says early in the book. For
this reason and many more, The Book of Hope is a gem of a gift.

The Lightmaker’s Manifesto
If you’re yearning to become a true changemaker, then turn to Karen Walrond’s extremely helpful The Lightmaker’s Manifesto: How to Work for
Change Without Losing Your Joy (Broadleaf, $26.99,
9781506469942) for a profound nudge. Walrond definitely walks the walk, having ditched her career as a lawyer to become an activism coach. As an Afro-Caribbean
American immigrant from Trinidad and Tobago, she
says, “my work is underpinned by an ongoing desire
to fight discrimination and foster interconnectedness through the sharing of
stories and images of beauty.”
After a colleague tried to pressure Walrond to break the law, she found herself
at a crisis point in her career and spent months trying to figure out what to do
next. She proceeded in a structured, analytical way—a process that she shares
in narrative form, as well as in a “Lightmaker’s Manual” section of prompts and
exercises to help readers make their own decisions. When she realized that she
loved to speak, write and take photos, she searched for a way to put all these
talents to work.
She bookends her account by discussing the beginning and end of a trip
to Kenya sponsored by the ONE Campaign to fight poverty and preventable
disease, describing the joyful rewards of her new career. “We can do this, my
friends,” she says in her encouraging and authentic way. “There’s no end to
the light that we can make.”
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H The Matter of Black Lives
The Matter of Black Lives (Ecco, $35,
9780063017597), co-edited by former New Yorker
editor David Remnick and staff writer Jelani Cobb, is
a standout among recent books about race, notable
for its historical perspective and breadth as well as for
the excellent writing of its many renowned contributors. The first entry, for example, James Baldwin’s
1962 “Letter From a Region in My Mind,” marked a
turning point for The New Yorker’s coverage of racial
matters. It is a riveting, astounding essay, describing in a highly personal way
Baldwin’s meeting with Elijah Muhammad, leader of the Nation of Islam. In
a foreword, Cobb notes, “Baldwin’s essay was, for many readers, a jolt, a concussive experience. . . . As an indictment of American bigotry and hypocrisy,
tackling themes of violence, sex, history, and religion, the piece continues to
resonate more than a half century later.”
The same can be said of so many of these essays. Journalist Calvin Trillin
shares a fascinating 1964 account of a white man questioning Martin Luther
King Jr.’s Christianity during a flight between Atlanta, Georgia, and Jackson,
Mississippi. Some essays are simply pure pleasure, such as Andrea Lee’s 1983
piece “Quilts,” about her trip to see family in Ahoskie, North Carolina, and her
desire to buy a handmade quilt.
The Matter of Black Lives is a treasure chest of essays guaranteed to provoke, dismay, delight and inspire.

Chicken Soup for the Soul:
I’m Speaking Now
Sometimes it can be equally enlightening to read the
words of the not-so-famous, like congressional staffer
Jasmine J. Wyatt, who had a stark realization after an
oral surgeon informed her that she had fractured her
jaw after years of grinding her teeth. Wyatt mused that
she had “morphed into a Black wallflower, gritting my
teeth to keep from saying the wrong thing, at the wrong
time. A silencing of myself over and over, until I thought I had nothing valuable
left to say.” Thankfully, those days of silencing have lost their power over Wyatt
and many others, as evidenced by Chicken Soup for the Soul: I’m Speaking
Now (Chicken Soup for the Soul, $14.95, 9781611590838), which is filled with
short but commanding essays written by a variety of Black women sharing
their personal experiences.
These essays—and a few poems—are grouped into categories such as
“Family & Food for the Soul” and “Identity and Roots,” and each piece begins
with a quotation from a well-known figure, including Michelle Obama, Misty
Copeland and Audre Lorde. Some offerings are nuggets of love, such as journalist Rebekah Sager’s tribute to her father, who raised her single-handedly,
his actions lighting the way for Sager to raise her son “with dignity, vision,
empathy and grace.” Other pieces feature insightful yet amusing journeys of
self-discovery, like Rachel Decoste’s account of moving to Dakar, Senegal,
and on her first day there, suddenly belting out a song from The Lion King. “I
was mad at myself for starting my journey to the Motherland with a Disney
soundtrack. . . . How colonized was my mind that this was the first tune that
came to my spirit?”
The many voices featured in I’m Speaking Now rise up like a powerful choir,
offering melodies that will stay with you.
—Alice Cary

Self-help meets self-deprecation
Meet Adam J. Kurtz, a mental health guru
you can actually relate to.
In You Are Here (For Now) (TarcherPerigee,
$16.99, 9780593192184), artist and author Adam J.
Kurtz is vulnerable, wise and hilarious as he doles
out advice and comfort to anyone who’s really
going through it.
What’s the worst advice you’ve ever received?
Sometimes the worst advice comes from the people
who love us the most. I won’t go into it (oops, bad
start to an interview), but someone who loves me
was enabling me when what I really needed was
a full reset.
Advice is always going to be highly subjective,
even when it comes from the most intuitive and
special people in our lives. I make sure to be especially transparent about that when dispensing any
myself, including within my books.
What motivates you to motivate others? Is motivation even the right word for it?
I don’t think it’s motivation so much as me continually searching for a way to be OK—yes, me, an
infamously (to myself ) not OK person—and then
wanting to share it with as many people as possible. In the last few years, and particularly as I did
more speaking, I realized that my weirdo-brain way
of thinking through shit actually sounds a lot like
other peoples’ inner monologues, and so I began
to think that maybe there’s power in opening up
the conversation to others.
Do you remember the first time you reached
a “vibe equilibrium” (when good vibes and
bad vibes can coexist)? How sustainable is
such a state?
“GOOD VIBES ONLY” is tone-deaf at this point
because we’re all in the jello now! It’s pandemic
year two, and everybody is simultaneously struggling through very real hardships and loss while
still experiencing moments of joy and celebrating
milestones in spite of everything. That’s the vibe
equilibrium I’m talking about. Turns out, it’s pretty
sustainable. In fact, it’s the only thing that works,
because pure ignorance is dangerous, but focusing
solely on the news cycle makes it impossible to feel
good at all.
When you sit down to write, who do you imagine
you’re talking to? What role does the idea of an
audience play in your process?
This is literally SO mentally-ill-gay-Jew of me, but at
least half the time I’m just talking to myself. I mean,
aren’t we all? Even our most objective advice and
anecdotes are still rooted in our own lived experiences. I think about a younger version of myself, or
a friend sitting across from me on the couch talking
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q&a | adam j. kurtz

through their current mix of stress and insecurity.
I am totally a secret-keeper and confidant for
people, and it’s an honor to be “that friend” for the
people I love. I imagine my readers as friends who
are going through it right now, and since it’s not
always appropriate to instigate a heart-to-heart,
I thought about this book as a way for readers to
opt-in to talk about all the stuff we don’t usually
talk about—like failure, shame, anxiety and death.
What is it about being glib that
helps you cope? Is this a way to
reach deeper levels of honesty?
I mean, yes, in the way that my
favorite deadpan, self-deprecating
humor is often incredibly honest.
It’s also the kind of deep-level
honesty that this poor barista did
not ask for. So it’s about finding
the funny silver lining for yourself,
but also making sure that you have
and respect boundaries.
Has the shift in how we talk about
self-care changed our lived experience of it? If so, do you think
this change is for the better?
Yes yes yes yes yes. I am so grateful for the way this
conversation continues to change, and I try to be
very intentional about my use of the phrases “selfcare,” “mental health” and “mental illness.” It’s so
necessary for us to allow ourselves and one another
to acknowledge mental well-being in a mainstream,
practical, actionable way.
Seeing Naomi Osaka and Simone Biles, two
incredible Black women at the top of their games,
speak openly about mental health and even deprioritize their passion, pride and income to focus
inward is so incredible. It means a lot to me to have
a small part in this conversation that continues to
unfold around all of us.

What music has helped you stay
alive? What’s the soundtrack of
your life right now?
Michelle Branch’s “The Spirit
Room” meant absolutely everything to me as a teen. It came
out around the same time that
my family moved from Canada
to the USA and I was coming to
terms with my sexuality and how
it conflicted with our Jewish religion. “Goodbye to you, goodbye to
everything that I knew,” sung in such literal terms,
meant the world to me as a 13-year-old. It’s that
album’s 20-year anniversary this year, and she’s
rerecorded it, so I’ve had that in rotation, a fresh
take on the words and melodies that are hard-wired
into my brain.
Alanis Morissette’s “Supposed Former
Infatuation Junkie” also must receive credit for
being an incredible, dense, vulnerable look into a
young, intelligent and complex mind. Sometimes
I think that if Alanis Morissette could find joy and
success in her art on a complicated path through
teen fame and pain, I can do my thing and have
that be enough.

It often feels like it’s becoming increasingly hard
to be a human being. Is there reprieve from this?
If so, where do you find it in your own life?
I think we’re simply seeing more ways of being and
are subsequently faced with far more comparisons
and possibilities than before. It’s hard for me to realize I’m unhappy if I don’t know how happy I could
theoretically be! But many of the same tools that
hurt us (hi, social media) can also bring us comfort,
inspiration and community. I always think of my
art as a breadcrumb trail left out in the universe to
attract my people. Sharing this process has brought
incredible friendships, and my husband, into my
life. Not to mention a book deal . . .

Speaking of musicians, did you mean for the
handwritten parts of the book to look like the
cover of Drake’s “If You’re Reading This It’s
Too Late”?
Oh my god, get away from me!!!!!!! I’d been doing
this thing for many years, and when that album
came out, so many people asked me if I worked
on it. That type was actually created by the street
artist JIMJOE, and when I first moved to New York,
he had tagged the door downstairs “OK OK OK OK
NO PROBLEMS.” I wish I had written THAT first,
but I’ve saved the photo and still might get it tattooed some day.
—Eric Ponce
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well read

by robert weibezahl

The City of Mist
Spanish novelist Carlos Ruiz
Zafón, whose bestselling works
were beloved by readers around
the globe, died too young, at 55,
in June 2020. Before his death, he
collected a slim volume of stories as a parting gift for his fans.
Varying from two to 40 pages in
length, the tales in The City of
Mist (Harper Perennial, $15.99,
9780063118096) are filled with
classic Ruiz Zafón elements:
absorbing, old-fashioned story
telling, atmospheric settings
and characters who exist in the
margins between reality and
imagination.
Ruiz Zafón’s fiction, exemplified
by the Cemetery of Forgotten Books quartet that began with The Shadow of
the Wind, draws freely on the conventions of many genres—gothic, fantasy,
historical romance, noir. The 11 pieces in The City of Mist follow this pattern, tapping into a sense of ethereal mystery and otherworldliness. Some
characters will be familiar to avid readers of Ruiz Zafón’s oeuvre, and most
of the stories are set in the fictional version of Barcelona that has long been
his literary terrain.
Because Ruiz Zafón was a writer known for burly, sprawling narratives
in a style hearkening back a century or two, it is interesting to see him
working in miniature. The shortThe final, posthumous work of
est stories here
Carlos Ruiz Zafón dwells in the
are mere whimsifamiliar, fantastical literary terrain cal episodes, and
one senses that
The City of Mist,
that he claimed as his own.
which has the feel
of a writer’s sketchbook, comprises nuggets the author intended for future
exploration in novels.
This fragmentary quality, however, in no way diminishes Ruiz Zafón’s storytelling charms, which are on full display, especially in a number of the longer
pieces. “The Prince of Parnassus,” the longest story and the one placed dead
center in the volume, is an apocryphal tale within a tale about Cervantes,
a journey to Rome to save a young woman and a Faustian bargain with a
shadowy, devilish figure. “Men in Grey” cleverly makes use of noir tropes
while following the exploits of a political assassin during the Spanish Civil
War. In another story, the eccentric Barcelona architect Antoni Gaudí takes a
voyage to Manhattan to meet with an elusive millionaire in hopes of securing
financing to complete his legendary cathedral. One can only imagine, and
lament, the directions in which Ruiz Zafón might have taken these conceits
had he lived longer.
Ruiz Zafón luxuriated in an old-school narrative style and was an indisputable master of the form. If he had one blind spot as a writer, it may have been
in his portrayal of female characters. The women in these stories, young or
old, are likely to be either virginal or fallen—or sometimes, oddly, both. They
serve as mysterious objects of veneration or temptation but are rarely portrayed as multifaceted human beings. This omission or oversight often leaves
the reader yearning for a little more depth of characterization. Nonetheless,
for the legion of fans of this mesmerizing storyteller, The City of Mist will
not disappoint.

Robert Weibezahl is a publishing industry veteran, playwright and novelist.
Each month, he takes an in-depth look at a recent book of literary significance.
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gifts | coffee-table books

How do you take your
coffee (table book)?
There’s something for every taste among these
stunning and inspirational books.
Thumbing through a beautifully designed coffee-table book is a sure way
to provoke a love of photography. Just in time for the holidays, here are three
gorgeous photo books that are sure to please the art or nature lover on your
list—and perhaps you can keep one for yourself, too.

Shop Cats of China
Cats have charmed humans for millennia. In turn,
humans have depicted cats in art, mummified them in
tombs and even immortalized them on Instagram. In Shop
Cats of China (Thames & Hudson, $24.95, 9780500296110),
Marcel Heijnen takes readers on a photographic tour of
China’s many retail shops and the furry loiterers who are
clearly the stars of the show.
The street scenes in this book, sometimes languid and colorful, sometimes
kinetic and full of city life, are lovingly punctuated with haiku and cat stories
(written by Ian Row) that add a layer of sweetness and humor to each image.
A man pours tea into cups while a relaxed white cat looks directly at the camera and wonders if he’s invited. Red seafood bins surround an orange cat
who, ironically, doesn’t like seafood. These scenes and others will delight and
entertain ailurophiles, while the surrounding textures and colors offer a slice
of Chinese shop culture and street life.

Birds
Tim Flach is a world-class nature photographer with
the heart of a painter. His new book, Birds (Abrams, $65,
9781419747618), offers a unique and up-close view of his
avant-garde wildlife photography. The glossy pages full
of shockingly sharp images show many elegant and rare
birds, from songbirds and parrots at rest, to raptors and
birds of paradise in flight. Feathers look like landscapes,
beaks glisten like gold and onyx, and the birds’ elegant postures make them
all look like royalty. The bright colors are so beautiful that they seem almost
unnatural, while the details look real enough that you could reach out and
touch them. Full of personality and exquisite artistry, Birds will mesmerize
nature lovers with its compassion and profound beauty.

Night on Earth
One of the first images in Art Wolfe’s Night on Earth
(Earth Aware, $50, 9781683839255) is a stunning, almost
overwhelming photograph of Mount Etna in Sicily, erupting purple ash. A perfectly round moon peeks out from
behind the plumes of dangerous-looking dark smoke as
pink, red and blue clouds dance around in the background
of the night sky. It’s a compelling shot to start this dazzling
collection, which is filled with impressive images.
To capture these cinematic nightscapes, Wolfe traveled to all seven continents and photographed starry skies, animals, humans, natural scenery and
cities. The result is an assemblage of unusual sights that occur while most
people are asleep—including black rhinoceroses rambling through Etosha
National Park in Namibia, fishermen on stilts in Myanmar, late-night commuters in Tokyo, penguins ambling on the shores of an island in the Atlantic Ocean
and an offering floating on the Ganges River in Varanasi, India. Organized
into helpful chapters, these 250 pages of vibrant color photographs will wow
anyone who’s curious about the mysteries that unfold from dusk until dawn.
—Sarojini Seupersad

gifts | literary

Best bets for the book-obsessed
What to buy for the reader who’s read everything
For the bibliophile on your shopping list, we’ve rounded up the year’s best
books about books.

The Madman’s Library
The Madman’s Library: The Strangest Books,
Manuscripts and Other Literary Curiosities From
History (Chronicle, $29.95, 9781797207308) by
Edward Brooke-Hitching is a must-have for any bibliomaniac. Over the course of this splendidly illustrated volume, Brooke-Hitching reviews the history
of the book, investigating a variety of forms and a
wide range of media but always emphasizing the
extraordinary.
Along with a number of wonderful one-offs (a book
composed of Kraft American cheese slices), there are giant books (the 6-foottall Klencke Atlas) and tiny books (a biography of Thomas Jefferson that literally
fits inside a nutshell), books that are sinister (a volume with a cabinet of poisons concealed inside) and books that are sublime (the medieval Stowe Missal
with its ornate reliquary case). Astonishing from start to finish, The Madman’s
Library stands as a testament to the abiding power and adaptability of the book.

Unearthing The Secret Garden
Marta McDowell looks at the life of a treasured
author in Unearthing The Secret Garden: The
Plants and Places That Inspired Frances Hodgson
Burnett (Timber, $25.95, 9781604699906). Born in
1849, British novelist Burnett published more than
50 novels, including The Secret Garden. McDowell
delivers an intriguing account of Burnett’s botanical
and literary pursuits and the ways in which they were
intertwined. She highlights Burnett’s enduring love
of plants, tours the gardens the author maintained in
Europe and America and even dedicates an entire chapter to the plants that
appear in The Secret Garden.
McDowell, who teaches horticulture at the New York Botanical Garden, has
also written about how plants influenced the work of Emily Dickinson, Laura
Ingalls Wilder and Beatrix Potter. Filled with marvelous illustrations and historical photographs, her new book is a stirring exploration of the natural world
and its impact on a literary favorite.

The Annotated Arabian Nights
The Annotated Arabian Nights: Tales From
1001 Nights (Liveright, $45, 9781631493638), edited
by scholar and author Paulo Lemos Horta, provides
new perspectives on a beloved classic. Rooted in the
ancient literary traditions of Persia and India, the
collection of folktales known as The Arabian Nights
features familiar figures such as Ali Baba, Sinbad,
Aladdin and Shahrazad, the female narrator who
spins the stories.
This new volume offers a fresh translation of the stories by Yasmine Seale,
along with stunning illustrations and informative notes and analysis. The tales,
Horta says, deliver “the most pleasurable sensation a reader can encounter—
that feeling of being nestled in the lap of a story, fully removed from the surrounding world and concerned only with a need to know what happens next.”
This lavish edition of an essential title is perfect for devotees of the tales and
an ideal introduction for first-time readers.

We Are the Baby-Sitters Club
We Are the Baby-Sitters Club: Essays and Artwork
From Grown-Up Readers (Chicago Review, $19.99,
9781641604901) is a delightful tribute to author Ann
M. Martin and the much-loved Baby-Sitters Club
series she introduced in 1986. Propelled by memorable characters, primarily tween club members
Kristy, Stacey, Claudia and Mary Anne, who run a
babysitting service, the series tackles delicate family
matters like adoption and divorce, as well as broader
topics such as race, class and gender.
In We Are the Baby-Sitters Club, Kelly Blewett,
Kristen Arnett, Myriam Gurba and other notable contributors take stock of the
popular books and their lasting appeal. With essays focusing on friendship, culture, identity and—yes—the babysitting business, this anthology showcases the
multifaceted impact of the series. Nifty illustrations and comic strips lend extra
charm to the proceedings. Edited by authors Marisa Crawford and Megan Milks,
the volume is a first-rate celebration of the BSC.

Bibliophile: Diverse Spines
It’s almost impossible to peruse Jane Mount’s colorful sketches of book jackets and book stacks without
being possessed by the impulse to dive into a new
novel or compile a reading list. For her new book,
Bibliophile: Diverse Spines (Chronicle, $18.95,
9781797211916), Mount teamed up with author
Jamise Harper to create a thoughtful guide to the work
of marginalized writers that can help readers bring
diversity to their personal libraries.
With picks for lovers of historical fiction, short
stories, poetry, mystery and more, Bibliophile: Diverse Spines brims with
inspired reading recommendations. The book also spotlights literary icons
(Toni Morrison, Sandra Cisneros, Ralph Ellison) and treasured illustrators
(Bryan Collier, Luisa Uribe, Kadir Nelson). Standout bookstores from across
the country and people who are making a difference in the publishing industry
are also recognized. With Mount’s fabulous illustrations adding dazzle to every
chapter, Bibliophile: Diverse Spines will gladden the heart of any book lover.

The Dictionary of Obscure Sorrows
The universe of words is steadily expanding thanks
to author John Koenig. In The Dictionary of Obscure
Sorrows (Simon & Schuster, $19.99, 9781501153648),
Koenig catalogs newly minted terms for hard-to-
articulate emotional states: conditions of the heart
or mind that seem to defy definition. Ledsome, for
instance, is his term for feeling lonely in a crowd,
while povism means the frustration of being stuck
inside your own head.
Drawing upon verbal scraps from the past and
oddments from different languages, Koenig created
all of the words in this dictionary. He started this etymological project in 2009
as a website and has since given TED talks and launched a YouTube channel
based on his work. “It’s a calming thing, to learn there’s a word for something
you’ve felt all your life but didn’t know was shared by anyone else,” he writes
in Obscure Sorrows. Koenig’s remarkable volume is the perfect purchase for
the logophile in your life.
—Julie Hale
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gifts | graphics for kids & teens

THE GI F TS YOUN G RE ADERS REAL LY WAN T
Delight even the choosiest young reader on your list
with these graphic novels and works of nonfiction.

GIFTS FOR KIDS
Marshmallow & Jordan
FOR THE READER WHO
carefully arranges their
stuffed animals every
morning—and calls them
each by name

Jordan is a talented basketball player who lives in
Indonesia. After an accident
two years ago, she is also a paraplegic and uses a
wheelchair. She’s still the team captain, and her
teammates make sincere efforts to include her, but
it’s just not the same.
One day, Jordan discovers an injured, young white
elephant at a park. She names him Marshmallow,
and the two become fast friends, but their connection runs deeper. Marshmallow obviously needs
Jordan’s help, but Jordan needs Marshmallow too.
Jordan’s strong spirit and emotional vulnerabilities make her an appealing hero, while
Marshmallow and his big, shining blue eyes are
irresistibly adorable. Alina Chau’s lush, delicate
watercolor illustrations are rendered in warm pastel tones. Marshmallow & Jordan (First Second,
$15.99, 9781250300614, ages 8 to 12) is all heart.
—Sharon Verbeten

Another Kind
FOR THE READER WHO
has always felt out of
place—except within the
pages of a book

Hidden inside a secret
government-run facility
are six creatures known as
Irregularities. There’s Omar,
who’s half yeti; Sylvie, a will-o’-the-wisp; Newt, a
lizard boy; Jaali, who can transform into a Nandi
bear; Clarice, a selkie; and Maggie, who might be
the daughter of Cthulhu. When the group’s secrecy
is compromised, government agents decide to move
them to a more secure location. Along the way, the
powerful youngsters end up fending for themselves
in a totally unfamiliar world filled with ordinary people who are also totally unfamiliar with them.
Another Kind (HarperAlley, $12.99,
9780063043534, ages 10 and up) emphasizes the
importance of self-acceptance and a sense of
belonging within a community—empowering
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notions for young humans to consider. Just as Trevor
Bream grounds their supernatural characters in
emotional realism, Cait May’s linework anchors
this fantastical story in a realistic aesthetic. There’s
a lightheartedness in her use of color that’s perfectly
suited for a tale that never loses sight of its characters’ optimism.
—Justin Barisich

H The Secret Garden

on 81st Street

FOR THE READER WHO
knows that the whole
world is a garden

Mary Lennox is a loner
who loves her cell phone
and video games. When her
parents are killed in a tragic accident, Mary must
go live with her uncle, whom she barely knows. His
New York City mansion is tech-free, and Mary has
a hard time adjusting to his rules. But with help
from her cousin, Colin, and her new friend Dickon,
Mary begins to restore the mansion’s rooftop garden.
Gradually, Mary works through her grief and forms
meaningful connections.
Ivy Noelle Weir and Amber Padilla’s love for
Frances Hodgson Burnett’s novel shines through
on every page and makes The Secret Garden on
81st Street (Little, Brown, $12.99, 9780316459709,
ages 9 to 12) a truly heartwarming read. The book
revisits The Secret Garden through a contemporary
lens, approaching each character’s journey with
sensitivity. These updates blend perfectly with the
most powerful elements of Burnett’s story, such as
the slow transformation of the garden and the healing ability of both nature and human connection.
The Secret Garden on 81st Street is a beautiful
and respectful new vision of a long-treasured tale.
—Hannah Lamb

Salt Magic
FOR THE READER WHO
would pay the hero’s price
for a thrilling adventure

Hope Larson teams
up again with illustrator
Rebecca Mock, her partner
on Compass South, to create Salt Magic (Margaret
Ferguson, $14.99, 9780823450503, ages 8 to 12),
an absorbing and fast-paced historical fantasy
adventure.

On an Oklahoma farm in 1919, Vonceil is the
youngest of five children. Her brother Elber has
just returned from World War I a changed man with
no time for the fun he once shared with his littlest
sister. Vonceil feels more alone than ever when
Elber marries his sweetheart, Amelia, a local girl.
When a mysterious woman named Greda, who
was Elber’s nurse in Paris, learns that Elber has
married, she curses his family’s farm, turning all
of their precious fresh water into salt water. Vonceil
realizes that Greda is a salt witch and sets out to
make things right. She uncovers not only Greda’s
secrets but also revelations about her own ancestors, culminating in a dangerous bargain to save
the family farm and Elber’s life.
Mock’s illustrations make every enchanting,
dangerous moment pop. Salt Magic is a feast of
a tale that treats readers to an epic battle between
evil forces and a courageous, persistent young hero.
—Alice Cary

Other Boys
FOR THE READER WHO
needs to hear that they
are never as alone as they
sometimes might feel

Damian Alexander’s
debut graphic memoir,
Other Boys (First Second,
$14.99, 9781250222817,
ages 10 to 14), is a compelling portrait of a boy
learning to understand and accept himself.
Damian has always felt different. He lives with
his grandmother because when he was very young,
his father murdered his mother. He has also always
enjoyed things that he thinks boys shouldn’t like.
He’s been told that he’s too “girly” to fit in with boys,
but girls often exclude him from playing with them
because he’s a boy. His struggle to understand
where he belongs has followed him all the way to
middle school.
Damian decides that, to avoid being bullied,
he’ll stop talking. But his grandmother notices
his silence and arranges for him to see a therapist. With the therapist’s help, Damian begins to
understand that he isn’t weird, strange or wrong,
and that the only way he will find his place is by
finally speaking up.
Alexander uses flashbacks skillfully, and his
bright color palette balances the book’s darker elements. Other Boys will be a life-changing read for
any young person who is questioning their identity
or searching for where they belong.
—Kevin Delecki

gifts | graphics for kids & teens

GIFTS FOR TEENS
The Girl From the Sea
FOR THE READER WHO
longs to be carried
away on the waves of a
fantastical story

In The Girl From the
Sea (Graphix, $14.99,
9781338540574), Molly
Knox Ostertag blends myth
and realism to create a story about the things we’d
rather keep submerged—and what happens when
they surface with a splash.
Morgan Kwon is part of a power clique that serves
as a frothy diversion from her unhappy family life.
She’s biding her time until she can move away from
her small island town and come out as gay.
One rainy night at her favorite seaside cliffs,
Morgan slips and falls into the water. She’s rescued
by a mysterious girl named Keltie, who is kind of
cute and an awfully powerful swimmer, but their
instant connection threatens all the secrets that
Morgan’s been keeping from her friends and family.
Ostertag expertly conveys complex emotions
and subtly shifts the mood from one panel to the
next. She initially depicts Morgan’s home life in
stark, silent scenes, but as secrets come to light and
Morgan’s family reach out to one another, there’s a
warmth to their time together that lifts off the page.
Ostertag’s narrative flows so smoothly that you’ll
read it in one big gulp, and its resolution is bittersweet but hopeful. The Girl From the Sea is a wistful romance that will catch readers by the heart.
—Heather Seggel

Passport
FOR THE READER WHO
suspects there is more to
their parents than meets
the eye

“¿Qué está pasando?”
Early in her graphic memoir, Passport (Little, Brown,
$17.99, 9780316459006),
Sophia Glock writes that this phrase—which means
“what is going on?”—is her mantra. But it takes on
a whole other meaning when Glock discovers that
her parents are CIA agents.
Growing up, Glock lives all over the world
because of her parents’ ambiguous “work.” What
work is that, exactly? She has no idea. Just keep your
head down, her parents tell her. Stay safe, and if you
can, why don’t you let us know what your friends’
parents do for a living?
When the blanks in her life begin to fill in, Glock
is afraid to confront her parents directly. Instead,
she starts telling lies of her own, until the tension
between her ever-accumulating little lies versus

her parents’ one big lie threatens to boil over.
Glock’s depictions of quiet yet consequential
moments are spellbinding, and her restrained art
evokes the feeling of a memory play, a recollection
both real and ethereal. Her characters aren’t always
easily distinguishable from one another, and while
that can cause some confusion, the overall effect
is satisfying. After all, how much does Glock really
know about the people around her? ¿Qué está
pasando? In her author’s note, Glock concedes
as much. “These stories are as true as I remember
them,” she writes.
Deceptively spare and chock-full of depth and
beauty, Passport is totally worth the trip.
—Luis G. Rendon

From bestselling talent

CHLOE GONG

The Heart-Pounding
Sequel to the
Unstoppable
Phenomenon

H The Dire Days of

Willowweep Manor

FOR THE READER WHO
fears no gothic terror, not
even marauding zombie
bunnies

Haley is so dedicated
to gothic romances that
her teacher orders her to stop writing reports on
Wuthering Heights. After school, Haley sets out
for home in the rain, and lo! As she stands on a
bridge, dramatically sighing, she sees a man struggling in the water below. She dives in to rescue him,
conks out after her exertions and awakens abed
in Willowweep Manor. Have Haley’s period-piece
dreams come true?
Turns out, Haley has been inadvertently catapulted into a world much like those in her beloved
books. There’s a castle and a trio of brothers:
stoic Laurence, brooding Montague and vacuous Cuthbert. But Haley soon discovers that
Willowweep is actually a liminal space between
Earth and an evil dimension laden with a substance
called bile that destroys everything in its globby
green path. Can she help fend off the encroaching
forces of darkness before it’s too late?
The Dire Days of Willowweep Manor (Margaret
K. McElderry, $14.99, 9781534460867) is a hoot
right from the get-go. Metafictional quips fly hither
and yon as the characters take up arms and realize they’ve got to break a few rules (and defy a few
tropes) if they want to prevail.
Christopher Baldwin’s art is full-bore appealing.
Facial expressions are little comedies unto themselves, including horses who side-eye Cuthbert’s
silliness and slack-faced, bile-addled bunnies who
adorably chant, “Destroy.”
The Dire Days of Willowweep Manor celebrates
and satirizes a beloved genre while encouraging
readers to defy the rules and become the heroes
of their own stories.
—Linda M. Castellitto

Go back to the beginning...

Visit BookPage.com to read full reviews
of the books in this feature.
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Literary hugs

These uplifting picture books explore the most complex emotion of all: love.
Each of these picture books would be the perfect gift for a young child or a
new or expecting parent. They’re exquisite keepsakes for families to cherish
and pass on as the years go by.

H What Is Love?
Author Mac Barnett spins a remarkable story from a simple question in What
Is Love? (Chronicle, $17.99, 9781452176406, ages 3 to 6). When a boy asks his
grandmother what love is, she suggests that he venture into the world to find
an answer for himself, so the lad leaves home on an unusual quest. Along the
way, he encounters a wide range of characters, each of whom offers a different
perspective on the meaning of the emotion.
For the carpenter, love is a house that “wobbles and creaks.” The structure
may be unsteady, the carpenter says, “But in the end, the thing stands.” For the
actor, love is applause from an adoring audience. “At that moment,” the actor
tells the boy, “you know: You exist. You are seen.” Yet these and other responses
fail to satisfy the boy. Not until he returns home, having reached adulthood, is
he able to identify for himself the meaning of love.
Barnett’s story is profound and accessible, a tale infused with a sense of
adventure and a timeless quality. Carson Ellis’ illustrations add color and
energy to the proceedings. Thanks to her fanciful, detailed depictions, each
character the boy encounters has a distinct personality. This journey will inspire
readers to consider the book’s central question and come up with answers of
their own.

Bigger Than a Bumblebee
In Joseph Kuefler’s delightful Bigger Than a Bumblebee (Balzer + Bray,
$18.99, 9780062691651, ages 3 to 6), a mother introduces her child to the wonders of the world, but none of them compare to the miracle of the love they
share. In beautifully poetic text, the mother explains to her “darling” that they
are both smaller and larger than their animal friends—smaller than the brown
bear and the giraffe, but bigger than the mouse and the porcupine. In the end,
though, what matters most is love, an emotion that cannot be measured: “Love
is me and you,” she says. “Our love is small, but it is big, too.”
Kuefler’s splendid illustrations portray an array of natural phenomena, from
faraway stars in the night sky, to a stream teeming with toads and fireflies,
to a patch of desert populated by birds and a solitary long-eared jack rabbit.
Young readers will be captivated by the dynamic spreads and the creatures,
great and small, that Kuefler includes. A moving celebration of the majesty of
nature and the bond between parent and child, Bigger Than a Bumblebee
powerfully delivers a heartfelt message: Love is limitless and unquantifiable,
a force that knows no boundaries.
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H My Love for You Is Always
In the warm, wonderful My Love for You Is Always (Philomel, $16.99,
9780593203071, ages 4 to 7), a young boy quizzes his mother about the nature
of love. “Does it have a taste or a smell?” he wonders as he helps her in the
kitchen. As she puts together a traditional Chinese feast for their family, his
mother takes inspiration from the dishes they’re cooking to answer his questions. Gillian Sze’s text is full of sensory imagery. Love, the boy’s mother tells
him, “tastes sweeter than the red dates I put in your soup. My love is that
savored first bite of spun sugar.” When the boy asks, “Does it make a sound?”
his mother replies, “Sometimes it’s crisp like winter radish. Other times it’s
quiet like simmering broth.”
Michelle Lee’s colored pencil and gouache illustrations are sweet and soft.
Through images of swirling fish, delicate cranes and a fabulous crimson dragon,
she brings a touch of magic to Sze’s tale. The ritual of the family meal—sharing
food that’s been prepared with care and intention—adds a unique layer to the
story and underscores the sense of abundance and comfort that love can provide. My Love for You Is Always closes on a cozy note and an image of mother,
son and other relatives gathered together for dinner. From start to finish, it’s a
charming and delicious tale.

l’ll Meet You in Your Dreams
Jessica Young and Rafael López pay tribute to the connections between parents and children in their lovely, lyrical book, l’ll Meet You in Your Dreams
(Little, Brown, $17.99, 9780316453288, ages 3 to 6). It’s narrated by a parent
who offers an inspiring message about the power of familial love to encourage
youngsters to make discoveries about the world, pursue their passions and
achieve independence.
Young’s rhyming text contains refreshing imagery and makes allusions to
the natural world—a mouse and a mole snuggling in an underground den,
and a hawk and an eagle soaring over the earth—to highlight the many facets
of love, showing how it can nurture, protect and inspire. Her brief, uplifting
stanzas add to the story’s appeal. “As you grow, I’ll be with you, / for every step,
your whole life through,” the narrator says. “And where the future gleams . . . /
I’ll meet you in your dreams.”
López’s out-of-this-world illustrations reflect the buoyant spirit of Young’s
text. They follow two different parents and their children in whimsical scenes
that capture the marvels of wildlife and the passage of time. A joyful examination of parental love and its ability to provide a solid foundation for children—a
starting point from which anything is possible—I’ll Meet You in Your Dreams
is a precious title that’s sure to become a family favorite.
—Julie Hale
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The BookPage editors are pleased to present our 100 most highly recommended books of the year.

FICTION
1. The Love Songs of W.E.B.
Du Bois by Honorée Fanonne Jeffers
Celebrated poet Jeffers weaves an epic ancestral
story that encompasses not only a young Black
woman’s family heritage but also that of the American land where their history unfolded.

2. Great Circle by Maggie Shipstead
In her exhilarating third novel, Shipstead offers a
marvelous pastiche of adventure and emotion as
she explores what it means (and what it takes) to
live an unusual life.

3. Harlem Shuffle
by Colson Whitehead

Like Dante leading us through the levels of hell,
Whitehead exposes the layers of rottenness in New
York City with characters who follow an ethical
code that may be strange to those of us who aren’t
crooks or cynics.

4. Cloud Cuckoo Land
by Anthony Doerr

Sorrow and violence play large roles in the ambitious, genre-busting novel from Pulitzer Prize winner Doerr, but so does tenderness.

5. Hell of a Book by Jason Mott
A surrealist feast of imagination that’s brimming
with very real horrors, frustrations and sorrows,
Mott’s fourth novel is an achievement of American
fiction that rises to meet this particular moment
with charm, wisdom and truth.

6. Matrix by Lauren Groff
Groff aims to create a sense of wonder and awe in
her novels, and in her boldly original fourth novel,
set in a small convent in 12th-century England, the
awe-filled moments are too many to count.

7. The Book of Form and
Emptiness by Ruth Ozeki
What does it mean to listen? What can you hear if
you pay close attention, especially in a moment of
grief? Ozeki explores these questions in her novel,
a meditation on objects, compassion and everyday
beauty.
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8. A Lie Someone Told You
About Yourself by Peter Ho Davies

also scoundrels, both of whom are part of the fabric
of history.

Davies’ third novel is a poetic look at the nature of
regret and a couple’s enduring love. It’s a difficult
but marvelous book.

17. Klara and the Sun

9. Detransition, Baby
by Torrey Peters

Devastating, hilarious and touching, Peters’
acutely intelligent first novel explores womanhood,
parenthood and all the possibilities that lie therein.

10. The Lincoln Highway
by Amor Towles

“There are few things more beautiful to an author’s
eye . . . than a well-read copy of one of his books,”
says a character in Towles’ novel. Undoubtedly,
the pages of this cross-country saga are destined
to be turned by numerous gratified readers.

11. Damnation Spring
by Ash Davidson

In her exceptional debut novel, Davidson expresses
the heart and soul of Northern California’s redwood forest community.

by Kazuo Ishiguro

Ishiguro continues his genre-twisting ways with
a tale that explores whether science could—or
should—manipulate the future.

18. Gordo by Jaime Cortez
In his collection of short stories set in the
ag-industrial maw of central California, Cortez
artfully captures the daily lives of his characters in
the freeze-frame flash of a master at work.

19. How Beautiful We Were

by Imbolo Mbue

To those disinclined to question the role that economic exploitation plays in supporting our modern
lifestyle, reading this novel may prove an unsettling
experience.

20. What Comes After
by JoAnne Tompkins

12. The Prophets by Robert Jones Jr.

In Tompkins’ debut novel, faith is simply part of
life, a reality for many that is rarely so sensitively
portrayed in fiction.

Jones’ novel accomplishes the exceptional literary
feat of being at once a poetic love story and a sweeping, excruciating portrait of life on a plantation.

NONFICTION

13. Milk Fed by Melissa Broder
With Jami Attenberg’s sense of mishpucha and Jennifer Weiner’s chutzpah, Broder’s novel is graphic
and tender, a delicious rom-com that turns serious.

14. In by Will McPhail
Small talk becomes real talk in this graphic novel
from the celebrated cartoonist, and the world suddenly seems much brighter.

15. Crossroads by Jonathan Franzen
Franzen is one of our best chroniclers of suburban family life, and his incisive novel, the first in
a planned trilogy, is by turns funny and terrifying.

16. Light Perpetual
by Francis Spufford

Spufford’s graceful novel reminds us that tragedy
deprives the world of not only noble people but

1. A Little Devil in America
by Hanif Abdurraqib

Abdurraqib’s brilliant commentary shuffles forward, steps sideways, leaps diagonally and waltzes
gracefully throughout this survey of Black creative
performance in America.

2. Crying in H Mart
by Michelle Zauner

In her memoir, Zauner perfectly distills the palpable ache for her late mother, wrapping her grief in
an aromatic conjuring of her mother’s presence.

3. Empire of Pain

by Patrick Radden Keefe
In jaw-dropping detail, Keefe recounts the greed
and corruption at the heart of the Sackler family’s
quest for wealth and social status.
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4. How the Word Is Passed

and amazing potential of gene-editing technology,
there’s no better book than The Code Breaker.

devoted readers mourning his loss, it looks back
and comments on his unparalleled body of work.

Smith’s gifts as both a poet and a scholar make this
a richly provocative read about the ways America does (and doesn’t) acknowledge its history of
slavery.

13. Unbound by Tarana Burke

2. Clark and Division

Unbound is Burke’s unflinching, beautifully told
account of founding the #MeToo movement and
becoming one of the most consequential activists
in America.

Set in a Japanese American neighborhood during
World War II, Clark and Division is as much an
exposé of communal trauma as it is a mystery.

by Clint Smith

5. A Swim in a Pond in the Rain
by George Saunders

Beloved author Saunders shares invaluable
insights into classic Russian short stories, unlocking their magic for bibliophiles everywhere.

6. Facing the Mountain
by Daniel James Brown

Most of the Japanese American patriots who
formed the 442nd Infantry Regiment are gone, but
their stories live on in this empathetic tribute to
their courage.

7. Chasing Me to My Grave

14. Blow Your House Down
by Gina Frangello
Frangello’s raw, eloquent memoir is singed with
rage and tinged with optimism about the power to
recover one’s life from the depth of suffering.

15. My Broken Language
by Quiara Alegría Hudes

Joyful, righteous, indignant, self-assured, exuberant: All of these words describe Hudes’ memoir.

16. American Republics

by Winfred Rembert

by Alan Taylor

From surviving a lynching to discovering the transformative power of art while imprisoned in a chain
gang, Rembert recounts his life story in his distinct
and unforgettable voice.

Pulitzer Prize winner Taylor’s latest American history, covering the United States’ expansion from
1783 to 1850, is sweeping, beautifully written, prodigiously researched and myth-busting.

8. A Most Remarkable Creature

17. Dear Senthuran

by Jonathan Meiburg

by Akwaeke Emezi

Gorgeously written and sophisticated, Meiburg’s
book about a wickedly clever falcon will move
readers to protect this truly remarkable creature.

Emezi generously shares both their wounds and
their wisdom, offering aspiring artists fresh inspiration for creating new forms of being.

9. Four Hundred Souls

18. Fuzz by Mary Roach

edited by Ibram X. Kendi &
Keisha N. Blain

This epic, transformative book covers 400 years of
Black history with the help of a choir of exceptional
poets, critics, essayists, novelists and scholars.

10. The Secret to Superhuman
Strength by Alison Bechdel
Bechdel’s unique combination of personal narrative, a search for higher meaning and comic ingenuity will leave you pumped up and smiling.

11. 1000 Years of Joys
and Sorrows by Ai Weiwei

Roach’s enthusiasm and sense of humor are contagious in her around-the-world survey of human-
wildlife relations.

19. Cuba by Ada Ferrer
With interesting characters, new historical insights
and dramatic yet accessible writing, Ferrer’s epic
history of Cuba will grab and hold your attention.

20. Cultish by Amanda Montell
In her incredibly timely book, Montell’s expertise
as a linguist melds with her research into the psychological underpinnings of cults.

This heart-rending yet exhilarating memoir by a
world-famous artist gives a rare look into how war
and revolution affect innocent bystanders who are
just trying to live.

MYSTERY &
SUSPENSE

12. The Code Breaker

1. Silverview by John le Carré

For readers seeking to understand the twists, turns

Master of espionage le Carré’s final novel is one of
his most impressive accomplishments. A gift for the

by Walter Isaacson

by Naomi Hirahara

3. Razorblade Tears by S.A. Cosby
Razorblade Tears transcends genre boundaries
and is a must-read for anyone looking for a mystery
that provokes and thrills in equal measure.

4. Dead Dead Girls by Nekesa Afia
The Jazz Age setting infuses this mystery with
a crackling feeling of possibility. Readers will
unequivocally root for Afia’s amateur sleuth.

5. Velvet Was the Night
by Silvia Moreno-Garcia

The genre-hopping Moreno-G arcia (Mexican
Gothic) moves into pulp adventure territory with a
novel set in 1970s Mexico City that evokes the best
conspiracy thrillers.

6. The Madness of Crowds
by Louise Penny

Having reached a pinnacle of critical and commercial success that most authors only dream of,
Penny still somehow manages to top herself with
the latest Inspector Gamache mystery.

7. The Other Passenger
by Louise Candlish

No one can pull off a twist like Candlish. This gorgeous, meticulous nail-biter is a smooth work of
narrative criminality.

8. The Man Who Died Twice

by Richard Osman

This cozy mystery is even better than Osman’s
utterly charming debut, The Thursday Murder Club.

9. Bad Moon Rising by John Galligan
Galligan’s trademark dark humor and clear-
sighted social commentary are in fine form as he
follows Sheriff Heidi Kick, one of the most complex
yet lovable heroes in crime fiction, on her latest
investigation.

10. Mango, Mambo, and Murder
by Raquel V. Reyes

Mango, Mambo, and Murder has everything
readers look for in a cozy mystery but also feels like
a breath of fresh air thanks to its funny, grounded
characters and lovingly detailed setting.
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ROMANCE
1. All the Feels by Olivia Dade
Heart-wrenching and wildly sexy, this romance
details the difficult work of personal growth while
cannily commenting on celebrity in the digital
age.

2. People We Meet on Vacation

9. Second First Impressions

ability to use science fiction to tell smaller, more
personal stories infused with beauty and optimism.

Beneath Thorne’s charming prose and irresistible
characters lies a tender, deeply felt story of two
overlooked people seeing the beauty in each other.

8. The Tangleroot Palace

by Sally Thorne

10. Big Bad Wolf by Suleikha Snyder
This sexy paranormal romance stands out for its
first-rate world building, breakneck pace and incisive social commentary.

by Marjorie Liu

This astonishing, haunting short story collection
overflows with vivid characters and relatable
themes as Liu puts her own spin on traditional
archetypes.

9. The Witch’s Heart

by Genevieve Gornichec

by Emily Henry

This inspired and achingly romantic reimagining
of the beloved rom-com When Harry Met Sally
firmly establishes Henry as the millennial heir to
Nora Ephron.

FANTASY

Gornichec’s debut shifts the focus of Norse mythology to one of Loki’s lovers, the witch Angrboda,
with stunning and heartbreaking results.

1. She Who Became the Sun

10. The Helm of Midnight

3. Act Your Age, Eve Brown

by Shelley Parker-Chan

by Marina Lostetter

Parker-Chan’s gorgeous writing accompanies a
vibrantly rendered world full of imperfect, fascinating characters. Fans of epic fantasy and historical fiction will thrill to this reimagining of the
founding of China’s Ming dynasty.

With a magic system that’s two parts enchantment
and one part pseudoscience, this is one of the most
well-executed and original fantasy novels in recent
memory.

by Talia Hibbert

In her final Brown Sisters novel, Hibbert exhibits
masterful control of plot and character, as well as
a wonderful blend of escapist tropes and more difficult truths.

4. Rosaline Palmer Takes
the Cake by Alexis Hall
This is a deeply emotional, rewarding story about
a woman finding her true path and true love, surrounded by delicious baked goods.

5. Hana Khan Carries On
by Uzma Jalaluddin

This warm, inventive take on You’ve Got Mail swaps
bookstores for dueling halal restaurants, using the
beloved rom-com as a starting point rather than a
template.

6. One Last Stop

by Casey McQuiston
Bursting with heart, banter and a respect for queer
history and community, One Last Stop proves that
McQuiston has no intention of resting on her laurels after the unprecedented success of Red, White
& Royal Blue.

7. Seven Days in June
by Tia Williams

Readers will feel as attached to Williams’ central couple as they are to each other in this meta
romance between two authors.

8. Payback’s a Witch
by Lana Harper

This supernatural romance is hilarious, moving
and glue-you-to-the-page engrossing, and it has
one of the most enviably cozy small-town settings
you’ll ever find.
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2. The Inheritance of Orquídea
Divina by Zoraida Córdova
An instant classic, Córdova’s magical family saga
features some of the most beautiful writing to be
found in any genre this year.

3. Black Water Sister by Zen Cho
Black Water Sister terrifyingly depicts the
uncanny horrors of the spirit world, but it is also
funny and poignant, full of the angst and irony of a
recent graduate living with her parents.

4. Remote Control
by Nnedi Okorafor

Beautiful and enthralling on every page, Okorafor’s elegiac and powerful novella is an example of
how freeing the form can be.

YOUNG ADULT
1. Switch by A.S. King
As she explores the spectrum between isolation
and connection in this deeply personal novel, King
creates an unsettling but emotionally resonant tale
for our own unsettling times.

2. Last Night at the Telegraph
Club by Malinda Lo
Lo’s beautiful, brave work of historical fiction is as
meticulously researched as it is full of raw, authentic emotion.

3. When We Were Infinite
by Kelly Loy Gilbert

5. A Desolation Called Peace

Gilbert captures the intensity and electricity of the
end of adolescence in this astonishing book that
expands what the entire category of YA literature
can be.

Clever, elegant and ambitious, Martine’s second
novel eclipses her acclaimed debut, A Memory
Called Empire.

4. City of the Uncommon Thief

by Arkady Martine

6. Light From Uncommon Stars
by Ryka Aoki

Boasting immersive settings, delightful characters
and all-the-feels poignancy, Light From Uncommon Stars is also very, very funny.

7. A Psalm for the Wild-Built
by Becky Chambers

This novella is the perfect distillation of Chambers’

by Lynne Bertrand

This is genre-defying fiction at its finest, a sprawling work of precise storytelling that sticks the landing and knows no fear.

5. A Sitting in St. James
by Rita Williams-Garcia

Williams-Garcia’s mesmerizing portrait of slavery
in antebellum Louisiana is a multigenerational
saga that brilliantly depicts the rotting heart of
Southern plantation life.
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6. The Girls I’ve Been
by Tess Sharpe

Sharpe combines hardscrabble swagger, enormous
grief and teenage noir into a heart-wrenching, perfectly paced and cinematic thriller.

7. Me (Moth) by Amber McBride
In this surprising and expertly crafted novel
in verse, two teens travel through a landscape
haunted by history, memory and spirituality.

8. The Heartbreak Bakery
by A.R. Capetta

Like the contrasting flavors in a strawberry basil
pie, Capetta’s frothy confection melds a journey of
self-discovery with a quest to repair broken hearts.

9. Indestructible Object
by Mary McCoy

McCoy’s spectacular novel never offers easy
answers. It’s a layered and vulnerable exploration
of everything that makes a heart beat—or break.

10. The City Beautiful
by Aden Polydoros

Set against the backdrop of the 1893 Chicago
World’s Fair, The City Beautiful is a gorgeous, disturbing, visceral and mystical experience.

MIDDLE GRADE &
CHAPTER BOOKS
1. The Last Cuentista

by Donna Barba Higuera
A young girl’s love of storytelling forms the heart
of this bittersweet science fiction tale that demonstrates how our oldest and most cherished stories
continue to grow with us.

2. Ahmed Aziz’s Epic Year
by Nina Hamza

Hamza’s debut features a fresh and funny protagonist, a sensitive exploration of loss and grief and
homages to some of the most classic titles in children’s literature.

3. Too Small Tola by Atinuke,
illustrated by Onyinye Iwu

The three illustrated stories in this chapter book
connect in ways that will reward multiple readings,
and their gentle morals linger with a satisfying
combination of inevitability and surprise.

4. Legacy by Nikki Grimes
Grimes stakes a claim for women in the pantheon of

Harlem Renaissance poets in this tour de force of a
poetry collection. Her poems follow a complex form
that enables them to be shaped by the words of the
women she honors.

5. Amber & Clay

by Laura Amy Schlitz, illustrated by
Julia Iredale
Schlitz transports readers back in time to ancient
Greece in this ambitious illustrated novel written
in verse and prose.

6. Red, White, and Whole
by Rajani LaRocca

In her first novel in verse, LaRocca showcases the
best of what verse can do, telling a story that is spare
and direct and rings with truth.

7. Leonard (My Life as a Cat)
by Carlie Sorosiak

This witty, inventive tale of an interstellar visitor trapped in the body of a cat is a wonderful
reminder of all the things humans often take for
granted, from cheese to thumbs to friendship.

8. Kiki Kallira Breaks a Kingdom
by Sangu Mandanna

In this fast-paced fantasy adventure, Kiki struggles
with the disconnect between who she believes
herself to be and who she thinks she needs to be.

9. The Sea in Winter by Christine Day
Day portrays depression with sensitivity, and her
depiction of Maisie’s deepening understanding of
her Native American heritage is just as well done.

10. Black Boy Joy

edited by Kwame Mbalia

have to reject hatred and violence and to instead
choose hope.”

3. Watercress by Andrea Wang,

illustrated by Jason Chin

Wang’s childhood memory of picking watercress
by the side of the road serves as the inspiration for
this emotional powerhouse of a picture book.

4. Mr. Watson’s Chickens

by Jarrett Dapier, illustrated by
Andrea Tsurumi

This tender, spunky tale of a couple whose house
is overrun by 456 chickens is the year’s most bighearted picture book.

5. I Can Make a Train Noise
by Michael Emberley &
Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick

This immersive and fully choreographed journey
creatively sweeps readers along on an adventure
that bursts with rhythm and energy.

6. When Lola Visits by Michelle
Sterling, illustrated by Aaron Asis
Like all the best childhood memories of loved ones,
When Lola Visits feels familiar, friendly and faded
to perfection. It’s a little hazy with age, and a little
more shimmery for the haze.

7. Keep Your Head Up by Aliya King

Neil, illustrated by Charly Palmer

Neil’s touching portrait of a child doing his best
to manage a difficult day is expertly enhanced by
Palmer’s powerful, impressionistic illustrations.

8. Shy Willow by Cat Min

Sixteen well-known and up-and-coming authors
offer humor, honesty and, yes, plenty of joy.

This gentle, moving story reminds us that shyness
and courage can coexist. Min’s sweet characters
and luminous artwork underscore her book’s
hopeful nature and quiet, supportive heart.

PICTURE BOOKS

9. Little Witch Hazel

1. Wishes by Mượn Thị Văn, illustrated

by Victo Ngai

This powerful picture book illuminates the closely
held wishes of refugees the world over. Its spare,
lyrical text and cinematic illustrations are simply
unforgettable.

2. Unspeakable by Carole Boston

Weatherford, illustrated by Floyd Cooper

This extraordinary account of the Tulsa Race Massacre is a reminder of “the responsibility we all

by Phoebe Wahl

As you read this enchanting ode to the calm and
peaceful magic of nature, you’ll feel as though you
have journeyed deep into Mosswood Forest alongside Hazel and her friends.

10. Have You Ever Seen
a Flower? by Shawn Harris
This surreal book’s joy, color and hopefulness will
ignite the imagination of anyone lucky enough to
experience its magic.
Visit BookPage.com to read a full review
of every book on our Best Books list.
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H A Little Hope
By Ethan Joella

Popular Fiction
“Life, this up and down life” is on full, multifaceted display in Ethan Joella’s debut novel. A
Little Hope (Scribner, $25, 9781982171193) begins
with a family facing one of life’s greatest tests: a
diagnosis of multiple myeloma, a cancer within
white blood cells.
Greg Tyler and his wife, Freddie, are caught up
in worry and fear. How do they tell their daughter,
Addie, that Greg is sick? What will the next looming doctor’s appointment reveal? The calendar
year may be sliding into fall and then winter, but
it is just the beginning of a long, unknown road
that neither of them wants to take. And they are
not the only ones questioning and wrestling. They
are so very far from alone.
The small, fictional town of Wharton,

Beasts of a Little Land
By Juhea Kim

Historical
Fiction
Juhea Kim’s accomplished first novel,
Beasts of a Little
Land (Ecco, $27.99,
9780063093577), opens
in 1917, deep in the
frozen Korean wilderness, where a penniless
hunter saves a young
Japanese military officer from a vicious tiger.
The act sets in motion a story that spans half a century and explores the peninsula’s complex history
of Japanese occupation, multiple wars and South
Korea’s anti-communism purges of the early 1960s.
The novel artfully follows the life of Jade, a girl
from an impoverished family who goes to work as
a servant for a courtesan, Madame Silver. There
she meets two other young women: quietly beautiful Luna and brash, outspoken Lotus. The three
eventually come to Seoul, where they study the art
of pleasing men at one of the city’s most celebrated
and cosmopolitan houses.
Jade’s wit and intelligence take her to the very
peak of high society and even into the Korean film
industry, while Luna and Lotus struggle through
careers marred by sexual assault and drug use. As
the three women strive for independence, they are
continually disappointed by the men closest to them,
including loyal gang leader JungHo, who befriends
Jade when they are children, and ambitious rickshaw driver HanChol, who becomes Jade’s lover but
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Connecticut, is a well-
connected community of
characters who feel like people you know or people you
could be: mothers and sons,
wives and husbands, lovers
and friends, parents and
those soon to be. The cast
of characters—Freddie and
Greg, Ginger, Luke, Iris, Alex
and Kay, Suzette, Damon,
Ahmed, Darcy—are honest as they move through
the vagaries of love, illness,
infidelity, death or disappointment as best they can,
searching for a foothold in
the midst of all that is happening. Their unceasing
thoughts and fickle feelings
all strike a familiar and fully
human chord.

refuses to marry her. Jade and Lotus spurn the lavish
attentions of wealthy but superficial SungSoo, and
at the same time, SungSoo’s school friend MyungBo
tries to involve Jade and JungHo in his revolutionary
plans for Korean independence from Japan.
One of Kim’s core strengths is casting 20th-century
Korea’s civic and social history as vital while never
losing sight of her characters’ emotions. As the paths
of her characters twist and cross and their fortunes
rise and fall, she keeps the weight of the personal
and political in perfect balance. Beasts of a Little
Land is epic in range but intimate in emotional
depth, sure to appeal to readers of historical fiction
who prize a well-wrought character.
—Lauren Bufferd

H Chouette

By Claire Oshetsky

Literary Fiction
If you’re a fan of
Katherine Dunn’s Geek
Love or Franz Kafka’s
Metamorphosis, you’ll
likely feel right at home
within the perpetually
shifting landscape of
Claire Oshetsky’s debut
novel, Chouette (Ecco,
$24, 9780063066670).
Which is to say, if you
don’t mind a little
unexpected violence set in a surreal landscape, it
will be right up your alley.
Chouette’s mom, Tiny, is a cellist who has a dream
of a sexual encounter with an owl and, two weeks
later, learns she is pregnant. “You may wonder: How

Joella’s poetic side
shines in his moving but
never maudlin novel.
He captures loneliness,
sadness, happiness and
anger in all their fleeting
hues. He has created a
truly intertwined world
around the Tylers, portraying their neighbors
truthfully yet kindly. From
beginning to end, A Little
Hope finds the grace of
the everyday and homes
in on the surprises (both
heavy and light) that each
day can hold.
Life is both painful and
hopeful, but in Joella’s
world, it is blessedly more
of the latter.
—Melissa Brown

could such a thing come to pass between woman
and owl? I, too, am astounded, because my owl-lover
was a woman.” Tiny’s unnamed husband is at first
more overjoyed by the pregnancy than she is, and as
the owl-baby begins to take over Tiny’s thoughts and
emotions, her musical talent begins to desert her.
After the birth, Tiny’s husband rejects the notion
of an owl-baby, suggesting that the child he calls
“Charlotte” is perhaps developmentally disabled
while overlooking the fact that she eats mice and
other snacks not typically found in the grocery
store’s baby food department. As the days begin to
drift away like so many molted feathers, some hazy
shapes of proto-truths emerge. Tiny’s husband
wants to “fix” Chouette, while Tiny would rather
see nature take its course and adapt her love to her
owl-child’s needs, rather than the other way around.
Tiny’s husband enrolls Chouette in an increasingly bizarre series of treatments carried out by
medical practitioners with names like Doctor Zoloft,
Doctor Benzodiazepine, Doctor Rectal Flushing and
Doctor Hyperbaric. Needless to say, these therapies
to “normalize” Chouette are unsuccessful, but that
doesn’t keep the husband from trying, nor Tiny from
getting more frantic in her quest to allow Chouette
simply to be herself. It seems inevitable that a day
of reckoning is not long off, and when it comes, it
arrives like an owl strike: abruptly, decisively and
violently. Owls, after all, are predators.
Oshetsky shows an exceptional talent for keeping
the reader off balance. Is Tiny hallucinating? Is she
in hell? Is this a metaphor? Is any of the story actually happening in the manner it’s being told? The
ambiguity is tantalizing, even mesmerizing, and if
your internal gyroscope is sufficiently operative to
keep you from slipping off the edge, Chouette will
richly reward your attention.
—Thane Tierney
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H These Precious
Days
By Ann Patchett

Essays
Ann Patchett’s new essay collection, These
Precious Days (Harper, $26.99, 9780063092785),
reinforces what many longtime fans like best about
her writing: its levelheaded appraisal of what is
good in the world. In one essay, she describes
a photo of herself as “joyful.” She had given this
photo to the Academy of Arts and Letters when she
was inducted, and it brightly contrasted with the
somber photographs of her colleagues. The photo
was appropriate, however, since reading Patchett’s
work does inspire a kind of joy—tempered by an
awareness of what can be lost. When Patchett does
convey fear or regret, it’s because she knows that
life can change in an instant and that precious

H Looking for the Good War
By Elizabeth D. Samet

American
History
The iconic images
that accompany the
conventional narrative
of World War II depict
American military
service as a force for
good. But to interpret
World War II this way,
writes Elizabeth D.
Samet, a professor
of English at the
U.S. Military Academy at West Point, requires
“a selective memory.” Terms such as “the good
war” and “the greatest generation” were shaped
by “nostalgia, sentimentality, and jingoism” after
the fact, causing “the deadliest conflict in human
history [to become] something inherently virtuous.”
In her compelling, enlightening and elegantly
written Looking for the Good War (FSG, $28,
9780374219925), Samet compares popular myths
about World War II to the facts. She draws on a
broad range of cultural expressions, especially
writings by veterans and other firsthand observers, contrasting their ambivalence at the time with
later generations’ understandings of the conflict. As
legendary war correspondent Ernie Pyle traveled
with the troops in 1944, for example, he wrote, “I
am sure that in the past two years I have heard soldiers say a thousand times, ‘If only we could have
created all this energy for something good.’ ”
There was an increase in racial violence during
those years, as well. In 1942, there were more

things need to be guarded.
For instance, after Patchett
became unexpectedly ill
after a bad experience with
psychedelic mushrooms, she
apologized to her husband “for
being careless with our lives.”
She wr ites in the
introduction that what
interests her at this stage in
life is exploring the things that
matter most. For Patchett, that
means essays about friends
and family (“Three Fathers”
and “These Precious Days”
are especially wonderful) and
about reading (specifically,
the works of Eudora Welty and
Kate DiCamillo). She also pulls
back the curtain on the writing
life, letting readers see her daily habits (earlymorning walks with the dog, restorative dinners,

occasionally demanding
travel), her work with
publishers and her intense
privacy while composing.
She could write a novel,
she says, without showing
anyone a single page.
But when the COVID-19
pandemic threw everything
into upheaval, Patchett
found the work of a novel
too overwhelming. Essays,
though, were approachable, and she found herself returning to the form
again and again. Though
readers will cheer when
her next novel emerges,
this collection is a balm for
the moment, a candle that
sheds warmth and light during a dark season.
—Kelly Blewett

than 240 riots and other racial incidents across
the United States, and segregation was still the
official policy of the armed services and in many
other places. “One of the chief ironies inherent in
the project of bringing democracy to the rest of the
world remained the signal failure to practice it at
home,” Samet writes.
In this richly rewarding and thought-provoking
book, Samet convincingly argues that we should
reflect on our current relationship to war in the light
of wars past. “The way we think and talk about force
will influence not only the use of American military
might abroad,” she writes, “but also our response
to the violence that has increasingly been used as
a tool of insurrection at home.”
—Roger Bishop

a family that spoke “a spellbinding mix of English,
Spanish, and Arabic,” have inspired Salama’s own
explorations, including the one in Every Day the
River Changes (Catapult, $26, 9781646220441).
The Magdalena River, which is over 900 miles
long and Colombia’s principal waterway, links the
country’s diverse interior to the Caribbean Sea.
It has long been a vital transportation mainstay,
used and abused by the Colombian government,
global industry, paramilitaries, guerrillas, migrants,
fishers and environmentalists alike. In 2016 the
government signed a wobbly peace accord with
the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia and
other guerrilla armies, but the river’s future viability
remains as unclear as its sediment-stacked waters.
Salama is intent on learning everything he can, while
he still can, about this endangered, legendary river.
The Magdalena is central to many tales, both in
fiction, such as the novels of Colombia’s revered
author Gabriel García Márquez, and in the true
stories Salama hears as he follows the river’s course
from beginning to end. The people he meets and
travels with share their experiences—from a jeweler
selling silver filigree flowers, to a teacher delivering
books to rural children via his two donkeys (Alfa
and Beto), to the ill-fated anthropologist and
activist Luis Manuel Salamanca, to Alvarito,
the village kite master. They are, Salama writes,
“ordinary people working tirelessly to preserve
the natural/cultural treasures of a country much
maligned by war,” and their fates are interwoven
with the Magdalena.
By the time Salama ends his riveting journey,
scrambling across the treacherous rocks where
the Magdalena River meets the Caribbean Sea,
he has already enticed readers to follow him on
his next one.
—Priscilla Kipp

Every Day the River Changes
By Jordan Salama

Travelogue
Jordan Salama
comes by his travel
instincts honestly.
His great-great-greatgrandfather led a
thousand camels along
the Silk Road to trade
goods in Iraq, Syria
and Iran; his greatgrandfather, a Syrian
Jewish immigrant
to Argentina, rode
on horseback through the Andes as an itinerant
salesman; and his father became a physician in
Buenos Aires before migrating to New York City.
Their stories, passed down through generations of
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